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Peter Hartung sends
Christmas & New Year’s Greetings
Dear friends and supporters
2015 has been a year of monumental world historical importance. For the third time in one hundred years Germany
has been handed the fate of defending not only its own existence but that of the whole of Europe and deciding the
future course of world development or demise.
Millions of immigrants are being welcomed into the Fatherland, whose ruling elite have vowed to accommodate as
many as make their way to the country. The number of foreigners living in Germany is around 11 million and a fifth of
the total population is of a migrant background. Of greater concern is the proportion of the total in the younger age
brackets which are being swamped by the newcomers. After factoring in family reunifications which are expected to
bring an average of four additional family members to Germany, that number will swell exponentially. According to
the president of the Bavarian Association of Municipalities (Bayerische Gemeindetag), Uwe Brandl, Germany is now on
track to have "20 million Muslims by 2020." The surge in Germany's Muslim population represents a demographic
shift of epic proportions, one that will change the face of Germany forever, "but we are just standing by, watching it
happen."
Of course this is not the first time in history that Europe has been threatened. In the summer of 1683, a colossal
Muslim army of anything from 150 to 300 thousand soldiers laid siege on Vienna and threatened to engulf Europe
from the south-east. A Christian army from several European nations was able to repel the hordes of invaders in a
glorious victory which has lasted for 300 years.
This current Muslim invasion, organized by the enemies of God and Mankind, and made possible by the Western
nations’ despicable politicians and morally debased media, is nothing more than the continued war of extermination
against the Germanic/European peoples. Germans, especially, have been vulnerable, the whole national spirit and will
to survive has been weakened by decades of mental conditioning. ‘Re-education’ followed the end of World War Two,
when the victors deemed it necessary to eradicate all memories of Adolf Hitler’s glorious and successful revolt against
the Talmud-inspired octopus of tentacles which engulfed the nations.
Opposition against this immigration madness by the European peoples can be seen in the growing public
demonstrations and the rise of Nationalistic political parties. It is interesting to note that the German government has
seen fit to distribute the majority of newcomers to the old West Germany states, between 7% and 21% per state,
whilst the old East Germany states – where the population was less indoctrinated under the Communist regime than
their western counterparts – have received only between 3% and 5% per state of the total. These States have seen
much more opposition to the Government’s immigration policies. The AfD – Alternative for Germany – party, which
was established only recently in 2013 but is already the third largest in Germany and it has aligned itself with the
anti-Islamisation movement ‘Pegida’ ,which draws enormous crowds especially in the eastern States.
Germans are starting to awaken to the never-ending stream of left-wing Marxist/Talmudic lies. A popular chant at
anti-immigration rallies “Lügenpresse, halt die Fresse “-"Shut up, lying press", brings back memories of Joseph
Goebbel’s famous speech at the Sportpalast, February 10 th 1933, barely a week after the National Socialists had come
to power, where he explained the situation in no uncertain words! https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DcjvpQ86zPc
Some Germans have the courage to fight back, to gain control of their country again. The underlying foundation
behind any Nationalistic philosophy must be based on Historical Truth, else we will continue with this idiotic and selfdestructive Holocaust-Parasite-Democracy model that was enforced on the Western Nations after World War Two.
Laugh at the Devil and The Lies of Auschwitz. Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Peter Hartung
December 2015

________________________________________

Germany’s Induced Insanity
By Dr Rigolf Hennig, MD
Translated by J M Damon
The unscrupulous Allies, assisted by collaborators from
our own ranks, have robbed us of our history, laws,
culture and, above all, of the capacity to investigate and
understand what happened to us.
They have succeeded in inducing guilt complexes that
produced the classic symptoms of national psychosis that
we see today.
Re-education and Psychological Tricks
The basic techniques of what is now called
“brainwashing” have been familiar to us since ancient
times, while Emil Kraepelin (1856 - 1926), the “Nestor of
modern psychiatry,” introduced the concept of “Induced
Insanity” over 100 years ago.
What is new is the extent to which an entire nation with
Dr Rigolf Hennig
a highly evolved culture can be driven into an abnormal
If a German had said in 1945 that within 60 years large
mental state, to the point of collective incapacitation.
numbers of his countrymen would be celebrating the
We are still dealing with the ancient method, familiar to
Wehrmacht’s unconditional surrender as "liberation,” his
all psychologists and psychiatrists, of inducing abnormal
mental condition would have been highly suspect.
behaviour or perception through mental and intellectual
He would have been considered psychotic, schizophrenic,
manipulation.
insane.
The fields of psychology and psychiatry have long been
Today, however, our national mental health has
familiar with three forms of insanity: innate, acquired
deteriorated to the point that such insanity is endemic.
and induced.
Today it is unusual to find a German with intact rational
The layman needs no further explanation of innate
facilities.
(hereditary) insanity, or of insanity that is acquired by
What has happened to us during the past six decades?
such things as disease, injury or poisoning.
To find the answer to this question, we have to begin at
Since prehistoric times we have been familiar with
the beginning.
insanity induced by overwhelming psychological influence
In what sense were we “liberated” following World War
such as ceremonial rituals, especially during the
II? Were we “liberated” by the 14 to 15 million dead in a
vulnerable juvenile stages of intellectual development.
war that was forced on us?
Today, those of us who specialize in studying this form of
Were we “liberated” by the three million women, children
mental incapacitation understand it much better.
and elderly who died while attempting to flee rampaging
Induced insanity has little to do with intelligence but a
Russians, Poles and Czechs?
great deal to do with suspension of logical thought
“Liberated” by the additional millions of noncombatants
brought about by targeted indoctrination.
killed by British and American terrorist bombings of the
The younger and less mature the psyche, the more
densely populated residential areas of our cities?
devastating are the effects of indoctrination.
“Liberated” by the deliberate American and French mass
Through early targeting and indoctrination all logical
murder of a million German prisoners of war through
thinking, including the vital inherent reflexes of selfstarvation and exposure, after our armed forces had
preservation and preservation of species, can be
capitulated?
neutralized.
“Liberated” by the loss of a third of our ancestral
When this happens, the subject can be conditioned to act
territory, our Eastern provinces?
against his own vital interests.
“Liberated” by the burden of millions of cripples and
During youth, physical and psychical conditioning take
orphans in the aftermath of the War?
hold for one’s entire life, leaving the subject irreversibly
Were we “liberated” by the theft of our private and public
“programmed.”
property, art treasures, historical monuments, cultural
To illustrate with a simple example: Japanese, Chinese
institutions, international patents, etc., etc.?
and other East Asians are unable to learn to pronounce
Were we “liberated” from our sanity?
the letter "R” after the 4th year of life.
Following unconditional capitulation, Germany was
This is because development of the part of the brain
immediately partitioned into four isolated occupation
involved with speech acquisition ends at that age.
zones, which further intensified our incapacitation and
After age 4, changes in this mental function are no
prepared the way for so-called “re-education.”
longer possible.
This was in fact designed to complete the permanent
In Europe, Asian children learn to pronounce “R” as
crippling of our Reich, which was, after all, the point of
easily as European children do and conversely, European
both World Wars.
children who grow up speaking Asiatic languages cannot
The desperate material scarcity that our enemies
learn to pronounce “R” after the age of 4.
artificially created in Germany following the First World
Similarly, the creative ability to deal with complex
War did not prove adequate for our complete
thought processes essentially ends at age 10.
subjugation, and so our enemies were taking no chances
This too was well understood in antiquity.
that we might recover a second time.
To be precise, mental crippling is what has been inflicted
on the Germans in the last six decades.

For example, the Romans usually killed all males above
the age of 10 in their wars of conquest, for the simple
reason that older children were bearers of their culture.
A subjugated people could be successfully Romanized
only if their culture was completely destroyed.
During the middle ages, Christian rulers successfully
applied the same principle, with a bit more refinement.
They would abduct the sons of their pagan opponents
during early childhood, as for example the children of
Borod the leader of the Carinthians in the 9th Century.
The Christian raised these royal children in what we
would call “re-education camps,” in this case the
monastery at Frauenchiemsee, and then used them
against their own people and their own culture.
Perhaps the best-known example of induced insanity is
that of the Turkish Janissaries of the 14th - 19th
centuries, who were used to spearhead Turkish
conquests during the Counter Crusades.
The "Waffen SS of the Sublime Porte," as well as
bodyguards of the Sultan, they were the abducted
children of Christians.
Provided that they were young enough when abducted
for a thorough re-education, they could be used for any
purpose, including murder of their own parents and
siblings.
In our time, the fanatical child-soldiers of Cambodia
followed the same pattern. They fought against their own
parents on behalf of Pol Pot and the Khmer Rouge, often
torturing their own parents to death.
The brutal Communist methods of brainwashing as used
on adults employed a coarse technique that most often
left weak individuals mentally crippled.
If the targeted individuals possessed strong characters,
however, they had the capacity to survive and recover.
It was reserved for the modern techniques of Western
re-education with their sophisticated and gradual
brainwashing to turn an entire major nation against its
own vital interests, however.
It has accomplished this through the combined use of all
communication, entertainment and education media.
As in ancient and medieval re-education, modern reeducation begins in early childhood and is backed by the
combined resources of the legislative, executive and the
judicial branches government.
The most tragic example of this is present-day Germany
in all its anti-national manifestations.
After Germany lost the Second World War, along with its
intellectual elite and leading culture carriers, its enemies
introduced a sharply focused and skilfully applied
program of re-education.
This program radically rejected everything that
constituted the national German character and
transformed into its opposite.
In this way it destroyed the characteristic German
behaviour patterns that maintain national identity as well
as cultural and intellectual heritage.
These inherited behaviour patterns and strategies had
emerged over generations of selection as a survival
strategy in the struggle for existence.
Robbed of these patterns and strategies, Germany is
doomed to destruction.
The German nation has already fallen a great distance
backwards, assaulted by its envious competitors far
beyond the limits of law and morality, on account of its
spirituality and vitality.
Germany’s fall is evidenced by its continual selfcastigation, which is saturated with “Crime and

Punishment” style national masochism following over 60
years of relentless re-education.
Why did the treacherous representatives of the
“Bundesrepublik” welcome their own defeat on the
occasion of enemy victory celebrations in Normandy?
This was, after all, an assault on Europe by nonEuropean powers!
What reasons could Chancellor Schroeder possibly have
for apologizing to the Poles in Warsaw?
Was it perhaps because the Wehrmacht granted
insurgent partisan combatants the status of legal
combatants and granted female partisans free passage,
which it was not obliged to do under the Hague
Convention on Land Warfare?
Consider that partisans or “insurgents” have no status as
combatants!
They are assassins against their own people as well as
the opposing fighting force - thieves, spies, cowards,
terrorists and traitors - thus they must be neutralized by
whatever means are necessary.
Schröder might have been called “Chancellor,” but he
was obviously not a rational leader of a sovereign nation.
What drives the media of our so-called "republic" to
equate the destruction of Dresden with the raid on
Coventry?
How can they blame the deliberate mass murder of
hundreds of thousands of women and children on their
own countrymen?
Coventry, Britain's major industrial centre, was so
heavily defended that it was impossible to accurately
target; and this imprecise German bombing resulted in
the loss of around 400 civilian lives!
Dresden by contrast was an open nonindustrial city and
cultural centre that, as Allied leaders well knew, was
desperately overcrowded with refugee women and
children fleeing the Red Army.
It was planned mass murder carried out by British and
American bombers that killed a thousand times as many
civilians as did the raid on the industrial centre of
Coventry!
These treacherous “re-educated” collaborators are
misusing the commemorations of our disastrous defeat
to confuse cause and effect.
Their object is to imprison all Germans in a paranoid
ghetto of "Crime and Punishment," incessantly repeating
the fiction of Germany’s sole responsibility for the War.
Our enemies and “re-educated” collaborators constantly
ignore the fact that not we but England and France
declared war in 1939 as well as the fact that the United
States had already initiated hostilities without declaring
war.
Germany attacked Poland only after Poland, incited by
British-French guarantees, had murdered thousands of
Germans in the provinces stolen from us at Versailles,
while driving additional tens of thousands from their
homes and interning them in concentration camps.
The United States attacked Yugoslavia in 1991 for much
weaker reasons!
Of all our enemies, the ones who have done the most
harm are not our allied "liberators" but rather their
German helpers, mentally crippled and “re-educated”
flunkies who are determined to be “more Catholic than
the Pope.”
The victors of World War II benefited greatly from a
tragic German character trait that our "liberators” clearly
factored into their postwar calculations.
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Bismarck described this proclivity very well: "The
compulsion to serve foreign interests, even when this is
possible only through abandonment of our own national
interests, is a disease whose geographic distribution is
limited to Germany."
[Napoleon had made a similar observation forty years
before, when he wrote:
“There is no nation that is more congenial than the
Germans, but no nation that is more credulous.
It was never necessary for me to sow discord among
them, all I had to do was spread my nets and they would
run into them like skittish animals, grabbing each other
by the throat in the belief they were doing their ‘duty.’
No nation on Earth is more foolish.
No lie is so crude that the Germans will not believe it!
On account of some fanciful slogan they would attack
their fellow countrymen with greater fury than they
attacked their real enemies.”]

One could go on and on with examples of Germans’
soiling their own nest.
The list is as long as one wants to make it, as new selfdestructive absurdities occur every day.
In the words of former Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, "We
have falsified our own history into a criminal record!"
Why do we do this?
On whose behalf do we falsify our own history?
Some of these intellectual cripples who call themselves
Germans have actually begun advocating collective
suicide by screaming "Deutschland verrecke!” (Death to
Germany!)
Furthermore this induced insanity is no longer restricted
to limited groups.
We are on the verge of collective insanity as this
sociological malaise spreads to the entire nation.
Amazing numbers of our contemporaries are now
behaving like Pavlovian dogs.
Pavlov, the famous St. Petersburg behaviorist,
conditioned his laboratory animals so that they would
begin salivating and releasing gastric juices at the sound
of a bell.
He did this by feeding them only when the bell rang, and
so succeeded in “re-educating” them by resetting their
nervous and digestive systems to a false stimulus.
The same thing has happened to our re-educated
Germans.
They have been conditioned to the extent that when they
hear words such as “Heimat” (Homeland), “Vaterland,”
“Nation,” and "Volk," their nervous systems release
adrenalin with the result that they react aggressively,
even hysterically.
To recognize and confront a superior enemy operating
from cover is without doubt one of the most difficult
tasks imaginable - and yet this is precisely what we
Germans must do to survive.
The good news: to recognize and see through our
enemy's methods is to win half the victory.
Complete victory will be achieved when Germany regains
its sovereign capacity to act in its legitimate state, which
is the German Reich.

_______________________
Member of Avengers Unit that
Liquidated Nazis to Receive Award
JNi.Media, December 6th, 2015
(JNi.media) Chaim Miller, 94, member of Kibbutz Kfar
Menachem outside Kiryat Malachi in south-central Israel, was
chosen to receive the Kibbutz Industries Beloved Award for
2015. Miller was part of a group of German immigrants who, in
the early 1940s, established a repairs workshop that later
became the metal factory of Kfar Menachem. During World War
II Miller was drafted into the German platoon of the Palmach,

the Haganah underground’s shock troops, which was eventually
sent to Europe to join the Nokmim-Avengers unit that dealt with
the elimination of Nazi soldiers.

Chaim Miller, Photo Credit: Courtesy
The Nokmim began as a Jewish partisan militia, formed by poet
Abba Kovner and his lieutenants Vitka Kempner and Rozka
Korczak from the remnants of the United Partisan Organization
which operated in Lithuania under Soviet auspices. After the
war, some Nokmim joined with veterans of the Jewish brigade in
British Palestine to form a new organization called NakamRevenge, assassins who targeted Nazi war criminals in order to
avenge the Holocaust.
They were 60 Jews altogether, who arrived in Germany after the
war with the ultimate purpose of carrying out an operation so
terrible it would cause international response as a warning to
anyone conspiring to harm Jews again. According to at least one
source, in 1946 the group planned to kill six million Germans by
poisoning the drinking water of Munich, Berlin, Weimar,
Nuremberg and Hamburg. After that plan had failed, Nakam
members painted about 3,000 loaves of bread with diluted
arsenic, and the loaves were served 12,000 German POWs in a
US Army internment camp near Nuremberg. According to the
AP, 1900 German POWs were poisoned and all of them became
“seriously ill.” According to then Nakam leader Joseph Harmatz,
300 to 400 Germans died. He said this “was nothing compared
with what we really wanted to do.”

Vilna Ghetto Fighters, some of whom joined the group
‘Nakam’. Abba Kovner at the center, and Vitka Kempner
stands at the right, Yitzhak Avidav kneeling, carrying a
machine gun.
In 1946, Miller returned to the kibbutz from his military service,
and ever since, for 70 years, has been working in the same
factory, most of the time as production manager and chief
warehouse manager. Before and during the 1948 War of
Independence, Miller’s workshop produced sten submachine
guns and handguns for the Haganah and was responsible for the
secret storage of the kibbutz weapons.
Every day Miller opens the factory gates at six in the morning
and locks them at six at night. Miller was very upset back when
he became 90, when the safety manager ordered him to stop
working on the forklift, but he continues to come to work every
day and works six hours.
Miller will receive the award at the annual conference of the
Kibbutz Industries Association on Wednesday, December 16,
attended by hundreds of factory managers, heads of economic
administrators and kibbutz secretaries. The award is being given
in recognition of Miller’s work for more than seven decades for
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the establishment and development of the Kfar Menachem metal
plant, creating jobs for kibbutz members and for residents of the
region and strengthening Israel’s periphery.
*If you don't see your comment after publishing it,
refresh the page.
*Our comments section is intended for meaningful
responses and debates in a civilized manner. We ask that
you respect the fact that we are a religious Jewish
website and avoid inappropriate language at all cost.
*If you promote any foreign religions, gods or messiahs,
lies about Israel, anti-Semitism, or advocate violence
(except against terrorists), your permission to comment
may be revoked.
http://www.jewishpress.com/news/breakingnews/mem
ber-of-avengers-unit-that-liquidated-nazis-to-receiveaward/2015/12/06/

*******

Richard Strauss, from a photograph by Frederick Müller,
Munich. Published by Jos. Aibl.
The lines between resistance, collaboration and passivity are
hard to draw for many artists working within the Third Reich.
While some committed themselves publicly to the project of
Nazism, many simply tried to adapt to the new regime as best
they could, supporting those in power where possible, and
dissenting only when personally threatened. An example of the
latter was the composer Richard Strauss, exonerated in his
denazification trial as innocent of any ties to the Nazi State, yet
condemned by Thomas Mann after the war as a ‘Hitlerian
composer’. Proud of his lack of involvement in politics, he
asserted that 'they can all turn their backs on me. I just sit here
in Garmisch [his home in Germany] and compose; everything
else is irrelevant to me'.
Born on 11 June 1864, Strauss was raised in the culturally rich
environment of 19th century Munich. Encouraged in his desire
to play and compose, he dedicated himself early on to music. In
1894 he married Pauline de Ahna, and they had their only child,
Franz Alexander, in 1897. Strauss achieved his first major
success through his pre-World War I operas, Salome (1905),
Elektra (1909) and Der Rosenkavalier (1911), which were widely
popular. Although he was conservative and sometimes antiSemitic, Strauss collaborated frequently with the part-Jewish
intellectual Hugo von Hofmannsthal, was a great fan of
Mendelssohn, and had many Jewish friends.

One of Strauss’ primary concerns was strengthening the
economic situation of musicians in Germany. Throughout his life
he lobbied for revised copyright policy, better insurance and job
protection, and increased government funding for professional
musicians. His judgment of politics was often based on the
support of culture, particularly music, and this was apparently
the source of his early support for the Third Reich. Strauss was
made the first president of theReichsmusikkammer (RMK) on
15 November 1933. Although he hoped that the position would
allow him to achieve his long-term musical goals for Germany,
he
quickly
came
into
conflict
with
both Havemann and Furtwängler, the organisation’s other
leading figures.
In addition to pursuing more innocuous projects like improved
music education and copyright protection for composers,
Strauss also tried to replace the works of foreign composers
with German works, including his own. But he refused to
participate in the process of ‘Aryanizing’ the musical world,
particularly the blacklisting of German-Jewish composers; he
would occasionally even pull strings to minimise artistic
censorship, or to limit the impact of restrictive policies. Despite
these occasional conflicts, Strauss was generally on good terms
with the Nazi Party (probably the biggest source of conflict with
the Nazis was his ego: seeing himself as last in line after the
German greats Bach, Mozart, Beethoven and Wagner, Strauss
once said, 'I am the last mountain of a large mountain range.
After me come the flatlands'). On his 70th birthday, on 11 June
1934, he received framed autographed portraits of Hitler and
Goebbels, dedicated to ‘the venerable great tone master with
respectful gratitude’.
Relations soon grew tense, however. After the 1929 death of his
librettist von Hofmannsthal, Strauss was seeking a new and
equally talented collaborator, and settled on the Jewish writer
Stefan Zweig, with whom he wrote the opera Die Schweigsame
Frau (The Silent Woman) in 1934. The work was premiered in
Dresden under Karl Böhm in June 1935. Zweig, aware of how
their partnership would compromise Strauss’s position, had
been trying to break off the collaboration, but Strauss
refused. On 17 June 1935, the Gestapo intercepted a letter from
Strauss to Zweig in which the former characterized his job as
RMK president as merely play-acting. The letter ultimately
resulted in the composer’s forced resignation, and led to the
cancellation of all further productions of the opera; it was not
performed again in Nazi Germany. In an act of damage control,
Strauss wrote a personal letter to Hitler assuring him that the
letter to Zweig ‘does not represent my view of the world nor my
true conviction’. He never received a reply. Though it
represented the beginning of his downfall, this event did not
signal the end of Strauss’s career in Nazi Germany. He
composed an Olympic Hymn that premiered at the Summer
Games, just months after his dismissal. His works also
continued to be performed widely in Germany. He certainly had
many strikes against him when it came to accusations of
collaboration: he had signed an anti-Thomas Mann manifesto in
early 1933, for example, and when a performance by the Jewish
conductor Bruno Walter was cancelled at the last minute, he
agreed to substitute. Nonetheless, he also suffered increasingly
at the hands of the Nazis.
This suffering was not only professional but also personal.
Strauss’s daughter-in-law Alice was Jewish, as were (according
to Nazi racial law) his grandchildren. He was able to use
personal connections to prevent his family from the full force of
harassment during Kristallnacht in November 1938, and in 1942
he moved with them to Vienna, where they benefited from the
protection of Hitler Youth leader and Vienna Gauleiter Baldur
von Schirach. Towards the end of the war, however, while
Strauss was away, Nazis arrested Alice and held her for several
days; Strauss was barely able to secure her release, moving her
and the family to Garmisch, where they were kept under housearrest until the War’s end. In addition, many members of Alice’s
immediate family were deported to Theresienstadt. When
Strauss’s letters asking for their release were unsuccessful, the
composer drove to the camp personally, but to no avail; all died
or were murdered, in Theresienstadt and other camps.
Richard Strauss died on 8 September 1949, absolved of any
Nazi affiliations.
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The Heretics' Hour:

Germar Rudolf – Have babies or disappear
Published by Carolyn on Fri, 2015-12-04 11:12
*Secular Jews are in the same boat but fundamentalist
1:16:26
Jews make up for it with very large families;
click here to download
*Affluence seems to brings on self-extinction, as does
giving females the choice;
*A childless couple can have 4 times the discretionary
income of a couple with 3 children and a stay-at-home
mom;
*Scientific advancement plays a role, such as the birth
control (anti-baby) pill in the 1960's;
*Financial incentives don't work as well today because
the two-income “family” beats it all. 1h16m
This is what a declining population looks like - failure to
reproduce is more destructive to a people than war.

One of the world's most famous Revisionists turns
his attention to the migration crisis in his native
country Germany and the very low birthrate that
underlies it. Germany has the lowest birthrate in Europe,
below replacement level at 8.18 per 1000 people.
Compare to the West African country of Niger which is
first with 50 per 1000 people. The outcome is obvious.
Some highlights:
*In the US, the Amish are the model of reproductive
success;

http://carolynyeager.net/heretics-hour-germar-rudolf%E2%80%93-have-babies-or-disappear

_______________________________________________________________________

Holocaust denier’s suit thrown out as ‘abuse of process’
THE AUSTRALIAN, DECE MBER 1, 2015 12:00AM
Notorious historian Fredrick Toben wanted to use a
defamation case againstThe Australian as a platform to
argue the Holocaust never happened and to air his antiSemitic views, the NSW Supreme Court ruled yesterday
as it dismissed his legal action as an abuse of process.

Chris Merritt, Legal Affairs Editor, Sydney

Holocaust denier Fredrick Toben.

The suggestion that Dr Toben, an undischarged
bankrupt, had brought defamation proceedings to
vindicate his reputation was “risible”, said judge Lucy
McCallum. “On the strength of his own writings, it is
difficult to conclude otherwise than that Dr Toben has a
clear agenda to create a public forum for disputation of
the history of the Holocaust and for the expression of
anti-Semitic views.”
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His legal action over an article published in The
Australian was “a cynical misuse of the process of the
court which must be stopped”, the judge said.
Dr Toben, represented by Clive Evatt, had brought
defamation proceedings against the editor of The
Australian, Clive Mathieson, senior reporter Christian
Kerr and former Greens leader Christine Milne over a
2013 article that carried the headline: “Split in the
Greens over Holocaust denier”.
Senator Milne had been quoted as saying the Greens
rejected anti-Semitism and that she was appalled people
like Dr Toben fabricated history and spread antiSemitism.
An earlier article had revealed NSW Greens MP David
Shoebridge had invited Dr Toben to a party fundraiser
and rescinded the invitation when he became aware of
Dr Toben’s “extreme reputation”.
Justice McCallum found that Dr Toben’s own evidence
under cross-examination persuaded her he had not the
least interest in vindicating his reputation against
imputations that he fabricated history about the
Holocaust, was a Holocaust denier and was an antiSemite with a racist anti-Jewish agenda who had been jailed in Germany and Australia.
“The defendants have established to my satisfaction that
Dr Toben seeks by these proceedings to manipulate the
process of the court to create a forum in which to assert
the very views by the attribution with which he claims to
have been defamed.”
She noted Dr Toben had been banned from expressing
such views by an earlier Federal Court ruling when he
was found to have breached section 18C of the Racial
Discrimination Act over material published by his

Adelaide Institute. The Executive Council of Australian
Jewry had complained that material on the institute’s
website was “malicious anti-Jewish propaganda”.
Dr Toben was jailed for three months in 2009 on 24
counts of criminal contempt after he breached Federal
Court orders preventing him republishing that material.
The judge said many readers would regard material
published by the institute “as being openly supportive of
Nazi leader Adolph Hitler and openly anti-Semitic”.
The material covered by the Federal Court’s orders included
anything that raised doubts about the existence of the
Holocaust or that gas chambers were used at Auschwitz,
asserting that Jewish people have limited intelligence if they
challenge Holocaust denial and had exaggerated the number
of Jews killed during World War II.
Justice McCallum found yesterday that there had been a
shift in Dr Toben’s language during the case and he
appeared to deny he held any views on the Holocaust and
was “merely a philosopher” interested in “philosophical
discourse”. She rejected this as “cynical and disingenuous”.
“It is a transparent rhetorical device in which Dr Toben’s
own anti-Semitic views are deliberately attributed to a
straw man … so as to enable Dr Toben to record views he
plainly espouses on a pretended lawful basis,” she said.
She noted that as recently as last December he had
published material on his website questioning the history
of the Holocaust.
Justice McCallum issued a permanent stay over the
proceedings and had not ruled on costs.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/business/legalaffairs/holocaust-deniers-suit-thrown-out-as-abuse-ofprocess/story-e6frg97x-1227628900204

The Courts Should Not Be Political – What of the Fredrick Toben Case?
By Mary W Maxwell, PhD, LLB, December 2, 2015
Dr Töben had sued The Australian and other parties for
defaming him.
It goes without saying that one cannot win in court
against Rupert Murdoch.
For some years now there has been no country
maintaining the Rule of Law. All courts are political.
Rupert himself runs US, UK, and – the land of his birth —
Oz.
Fredrick Töben’s Bio
Fredrick Töben, PhD, climbing out of the hole into which
Actually you can’t win against Fredrick Töben either.
gas was reportedly piped as a means of exterminating
Sure, you may order him to prison, as an Australian
humans at Auschwitz
federal judge did; you may take away his house and
Upfront disclosure: Fredrick Töben is a friend of mine.
savings as the courts did; you may prevent him from
We recently dined at the Public Schools Club in Adelaide.
litigating a legitimate plaint, as Judge McCallum did this
Be that as it may, I won’t ‘recuse myself’ from criticizing
week, but Fredrick is pretty irrepressible.
Monday’s ruling by NSW Justice Lucy McCallum. She
He was born in Germany and raised on a farm in Victoria.
plainly got it wrong. (And she knows it, of course.)
He got his PhD from Stuttgart in Philosophy, as such. I
Per today’s Australian:
do not enjoy arguing fine points of epistemology with
“Notorious historian Fredrick Töben wanted to use a
him, as I think life is too short and we must get on with
defamation case against The Australian as a platform to
it. Still, he patrols the Dewey Decimal 110-190 section of
argue the Holocaust never happened and to air his antithe library, and I imagine he is competent there.
Semitic views, the NSW Supreme Court ruled yesterday
He is definitely competent in studies involving the
as it dismissed his legal action as an abuse of process.”
concentration camp in Poland, well known to my
generation in America, mainly through Hollywood, as
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Auschwitz. I presume he knows that people suffered
terribly there.
Even if Auschwitz was a labor camp, not a death camp,
who wants to live in a labor camp? Who even wants to be
away from one’s home?
Töben himself has been imprisoned in a labor camp. It’s
in Cadell, South Australia. His job was painting fences.
The only problem was that being 65 years old, he came
‘home’ from ‘work’ at 4pm so exhausted as to need to
sleep, and thus missed the evening meal every day. He
was as thin as a rail upon liberation.
We’re talking Adelaide here, folks. Going to prison for
thought crime! Can’t have this. It is an extremely serious
matter.
The only lucky thing is that we can still talk about it. One
day soon we won’t be able to. Think about it, please!
A Word about the Figure “Six Million”
Fredrick Töben many years ago came across such leading
lights of Revisionist History as Ernst Zundel (don’t get me
started on what my native land did to him, OK?) and
Robert Faurisson. It is easy to see how a German-born
person would be fascinated to discover that the history of
the Holocaust has never been ‘done’ as history.
That was admitted to by Raul Hilberg, the very man who
gave the world the figure of “6 million dead.” Hilberg
(1926-2007) admitted back in 1986, that the
concentration camps had never been studied. I
personally can’t rally to the support of the famous 6
million figure, if in fact it was not arrived at in the way
we expect statistics to be arrived at.
Also, about ten years ago, I was startled to read in a
book published in the 1920s that “six million Jews” had
died. Sort of prescient, eh? But now I see, from dear old
Youtube, that many publications prior to 1942 mentioned
that figure.
So I am going to chalk it up to being metaphorical. Like,
in my Catholic religion, nine choirs of angels. Not eight,
not ten, but nine. And don’t forget: we’re infallible.
A Word about One Concentration Camp
Dr Töben undertook to go to Auschwitz and make a
physical examination of the camp there. No, I should be
more precise: he studied one building. I have never
discussed this with him. (I’ve seen him describing his
investigation on Youtube).
To my knowledge, Fredrick has no quarrel with any of
the camps save Auschwitz, and no quarrel with any of
the buildings at Auschwitz, save the one that is displayed
to tourists as having been the place where many people
(both Jews and Gentiles) were gassed.
I take it from my interactions with Töben that he is an
honest man (trust me, he is annoyingly honest).
Perforce, if he tells me – via Youtube – that he checked
something out, I will believe him. Anyway, I judge from
my own behavior that honesty is related to the desire to
keep up one’s reputation.
So, let’s venture to guess that if he examined the room
and found that itdid have the possibility of being a gas
chamber, he would not be so stupid as to broadcast a
lecture to the opposite effect. (Would you?)
How Töben Got the Law on His Back
I do not know the history of Töben’s time in a Mannheim
prison. It may be related to Robert Faurrison’s
publications on Auschwitz. Nor do I know much about
Töben’s 2-month stay in a London jail.
He was hauled off a plane at Heathrow, but it was only a
holding while a decision was made about extradition. The
decision was to not extradite.

I do however know his legal adventures in South
Australia. When I first attended Fredrick’s case, I didn’t
know him from a bar of soap. Being a law student, I
assumed that hordes of university people would show up
to throw some ballast into this free-speech travesty. Boy,
was I wrong.
Here is the gist. Töben created a thingie called The
Adelaide Institute. (No breach of law there, folks.) He set
up a website,AdelaideInstitute.org. I found it disgraceful
and a real turn-off. It seemed to me that Töben mocked
Jews every chance he got — sometimes deservedly but
often gratuitously.
Be that as it may, he is entitled to say whatever he likes.
The right to freedom of speech is basic to the political
power of the citizen. Perhaps it is the most basic right.
After all, if a powerful person, not mentioning the name
of Rupert Murdoch, or Genghis Kahn, or anyone else,
wants to harm you, your only comeback may be to say
what you need to say, and hope others will hear you and
form an alliance. Free speech, hooray!
The “Human Rights” Commission
In 1986, Australia set up a Human Rights Commission to
which anyone can bring a grievance. The commission can
make a recommendation for the resolution of the case. A
man named Jeremy, claiming to represent “the Jews,”
filed a complaint about the aforementioned disgusting
website.
Had I been the judge (actually a Commissioner is not
quite a judge), I’d have said “Look, Jeremy, it may be
best to let Fred stew in his own juices.” I would also have
said “Fred, ol’ fellow, here in Oz we try to be civil. How
about you stop posting insulting anti-Jew cartoons on the
website.” I’d probably say “Go on, you two, kiss and
make up.”
Instead, an order was made for Adelaide Institute to stop
publishing certain things re the Holocaust and whatnot.
As Töben did not approve of the order, he disobeyed it.
(He did a Tom Paine, so to speak.)
Jeremy then took him to court (I think it was over
noncompliance with the HRC’s order), whereupon a judge
made a similar order to desist with the website.
When you-know-whom disobeyed, he was in contempt of
Court. He was not given the chance to say that the
offending stuff about the Holocaust was provably true.
Hmm.
In any case, he had to sell his house to pay the $75,000
in costs. Later, someone bequeathed around $60k to
Töben, but he also had to hand this in. And he had to do
labor (painting fences) for 3 months.
My Views on Holocaust Denial
I have published many articles expressing my
disapproval of any law, in any country, that tells people
they must refrain from doing research. Censorship is outand-out oppression.
More than that, there is a movement, worldwide, to
punish anyone who treads on the particular sacred
ground known as the Holocaust. It is causing all sorts of
problems, especially in Europe.
An example is the case of 87-year-old Ursula Haverbeck
who says “Don’t tell me to shut up. I have done all the
right things by asking the Jewish community to explain
to me where the 6 million bodies are buried” – that sort
of thing. “Stop intimidating me.”
The Fredrick Töbens of this world, and the Ursulas and
Ernsts, etc, probably think “the Jews” are causing these
laws to be made. In 1985, Germany added Section 130
to its criminal code, making Holocaust denial and even
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Holocaust ‘minimization’ a crime. The crime involves
“inciting to hatred” — something none of our Western
leaders would do against Muslims, of course (not
mentioning the name ‘Tsarnaev’).
Note: I don’t even accept as decent law the part of
Section 130 that has nothing to do with religion: “(4)
Whosoever publicly or in a meeting disturbs the public
peace in a manner that violates the dignity of the victims
by approving of, glorifying, or justifying National Socialist
rule of arbitrary force shall be liable to imprisonment not
exceeding three years or a fine.”
But I differ from the rest as to who the real target is. To
me it looks almost certain that this Holocaust denial thing
is a big set-up, scheduled mainly to harm Jewish people.
Honest, I can smell it. In Germany today there is much
agitation. I sure do hope Jews will come out and discuss
the whole matter.
So there you have it. My interest in the matter today has
to do with protecting my Jewish comrades. Furthermore,
we need the famous Jewish drive for justice, which
seems somehow stuck in a quagmire. (Perhaps owing to
the outrageous bombing of Gaza?) Contact me if you
care to discuss!
Töben’s New Case, re Defamation
About a year ago, The Australian labeled Fredrick Töben
“a Holocaust denier and an anti-Semite.” He sued for
defamation. He does not “deny the Holocaust” (as
mentioned, he has a specific quarrel with a gas
chamber). As for the term “anti-Semite,” let him go to
court. The person accused of defaming Töben can say
“Yep, I’ve got the proof and here ’tis.”
This is normal in a defamation case. Each party risks
money. The defamed could win damages, but if he loses
he is faced with court costs. The accused defamer
(G’day, Rupe!) should have no choice about going to
court. “These things happen.”
Of course a judge should have an eye out for someone
taking a person to court for the purpose of harassment! I
have never seen a judge act properly in such a matter.
They even let SLAPP suits proceed against
environmental groups, when everybody knows that
the aim is to impoverish activists.
In the instant case, Justice Lucy McCallum dismissed the
case, at the request of Rupe, on the grounds that Töben
was “abusing process.”
She divined that Töben was planning to use her
courtroom to perform a stunt.
The stunt would be – see if you can guess – to air the
matter of the alleged gas chambers.
If I know Töben, Justice Lucy is exactly right. I think
Töben even relished his German and Australian prison
sentences as they somehow “prove a point.” This seems
reasonable to me. The whole matter is intellectual,
scientific. It has to do with books, with ideas, with
measuring devices. “Airing” is essential.
Fredrick would be in his element in the witness box,
explaining why he is, or is not, a Holocaust denier.
He is also dying to hear (and I am dying to hear)
the other side — the case against him, the argument
for the presence of a gas chamber in that building.
Perhaps even some backing for the 6-million figure. Why
not? Isn’t it normal in any defamation case to bring out
the truth?
Case Dismissed, Costs Yet Undecided
I say the Court ruled wrongly on November 30, 2015.
Every citizen has a right to bring a case of defamation.
To dismiss the Töben case is not a ‘neutral’ thing. It does

not, as claimed, protect the sacred legal process from a
marauder. It protects Rupe, pure and simple.
If I am right (and you know Mother is always right; and
you know I have done my homework on this one), the
party that will be most hurt, long-term, by the dismissal
of Fredrick’s case is: Jewry.
— Mary W Maxwell’s latest book is Fraud Upon the Court.
She and her co-author, Dee McLachlan, are hoping to
make a killing any day now with their book.
http://gumshoenews.com/2015/12/02/the-courtsshould-not-be-political-what-of-the-fredrick-toben-case/

***

Sir William Blackstone and
Fredrick Toben
By Mary W Maxwell, PhD, LLB, December 14,
2015, Leave a Comment

Those were the days.
In William Blackstone’s Commentaries on the Laws of England,
written in 1769, we find “Offenses against Public Justice.” Just
imagine, they actually believed in justice! And they bothered to
identify the many ways in which it could be violated.
Moreover, mirabile dictu, they went in for punishing the persons
who offended against public justice. Wow.
It was Justice Lucy McCallum’s order to “permanently stay the
proceedings” in the Toben case that sent me scurrying to
Blackstone. Fredrick Toben had sued Nationwide News, and a
journalist, for defamation. (See my write-up of the case.)
The defendants, perhaps knowing they would lose, had asked
the court not to take the case. They claimed that for Dr Toben
to have his day in court would be a bad thing. They predicted he
would (horrescendo!) “abuse process.”
Justice Lucy McCallum of the New South Wales Supreme Court
apparently agrees with the defendants [Nationwide News] and
has ordered a permanent stay of the proceedings. Her decision,
dated 30 November, 2015, can be read here.
I quote a passage:
“The applicants contended that Dr Toben’s purpose in pursuing
the proceedings is not to vindicate his reputation against the
imputations he has specified but rather to use the process of the
Court as a forum in which to create a record of his beliefs
concerning the Holocaust and about Jews. … Dr Toben is
otherwise restrained by orders of the Federal Court of Australia
(per Branson J) from publishing material that conveys the
following meanings:
*that there is serious doubt that the Holocaust occurred;
*that it is unlikely that there were homicidal gas chambers at
Auschwitz….”
This leaves me gasping. Even if Fredrick Toben wants to run at
the mouth about this or that, he must not be barred from his
civil right to sue someone. Litigants run at the mouth all the
time.
Anyway, it’s not an “abuse of process” to use a courtroom to
establish the truth about something. Courts are supposed to do
that – it is their stock in trade, isn’t it?
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If you were to read the full case you would see that Toben, who
is nothing if not a stickler for the exact meaning of words, has
lately had to avoid saying what he really means. He is prevented
from being as frank as he would like to be. The court is making
him perform contortions. It’s awful. In Australia yet! In the
21st century!
Free Expression
Well, I’m not under restrictions. I can talk turkey. Toben some
years ago learned that the museum at Auschwitz had
changed its claim from being the site of 4 million deaths to
being the site of only 1.5 million. OK, that sort of thing is
normal. But then, he asked, why wasn’t the universal headcount
of 6 million dead adjusted accordingly?
Anyone could calculate (if there were no taboo on doing so) that
the 2.5 million error had to be subtracted, resulting in 4.5. But
no, the 6 million figure was to be held sacred. In 1985 the 6
million figure became law in Germany. “Holocaust minimization”
is a crime. Thousands have already been jailed for this crime!
Fathom it.
One thing led to another, and Toben and European revisionist
historians figured out that there had been a massive and
deceitful propaganda campaign. We now know such a thing to
be routine in politics. One has only to look at the fairy story of
19 hijackers on 9-11, to see how easy it is for media to put
across a full-blown myth, overnight.
If the count of 6 million be wrong, there’s no point in trying to
suppress it, folks. The “need to avoid hurting people’s feelings”
can’t be the guiding legal principle here, can it? People’s feelings
get hurt all the time, including Fredrick Toben’s. How must he
feel when he sees the New South Wales Supreme Court turning
him away like vermin?
OFFENSES AGAINST PUBLIC JUSTICE
Let’s look at how scholars in the olden days thought about
protecting the law as a value in itself. All below is quoted from
Book 4 of Sir William Blackstone’s Commentaries.
Note: I have trimmed the wording of the 21 offenses, but
changed nothing. I added remarks in brackets. I’ve used bolding
to show where the law ought to be revived today to correspond
with this age-old thinking.
1. EMBEZZLING or vacating records, or falsifying certain
other proceedings in a court of judicature, is a felonious
offense against public justice. It is enacted by statute 8 Hen. VI.
that if any clerk, or other person, shall willfully take away,
withdraw, or avoid any record, or process in the superior
courts of justice in Westminster-hall, by reason whereof the
judgment shall be reversed; it is felony not only in the principal
actors, but also in their abettors. …
2. TO prevent abuses by the extensive power, which the law is
obliged to repose in jailers, it is enacted by statute 14 Edw. III.
c. 10. that if any jailer by too great duress of imprisonment
makes any prisoner that he has in ward, become an approver
or an appellor against his will; it is felony in the jailer. [Glory
be to God – Martin Bryant and Jahar Tsarnaez!]
3. A THIRD offense against public justice is obstructing the
execution of lawful process. This is at all times an offense of
a very high and presumptuous nature; And it has been held,
that the party opposing such arrest [of a criminal] becomes
thereby an accessory in felony, and a principal in high
treason. [That’s because law is sacred.]
4. AN escape of a person, by eluding the vigilance of his keepers
before he is put in hold, is also an offense against public justice,
and the party himself is punishable …. But the officer cannot be
thus punished, till the original delinquent is actually found guilty
or convicted, by verdict, confession, or outlawry. [Outlawry
comes into effect when the miscreant cannot be caught by the
authorities. All citizens are then under a duty to catch him and
will be punished for harboring him or feeding him. Yay!]
5. BREACH of prison by the offender himself, when committed
for any cause, was felony at the common law: But this severity
is mitigated by the statute de frangentibus prisonam 1 Edw. II.
which enacts, that no person shall have judgment of life or
member[!!!!!!], for breaking prison, unless committed for some
capital offense.

6. RESCUE. By the statute, 16 Geo. II. c. 31. to assist a prisoner
with any arms, instruments of escape, or disguise, though no
escape be actually made, is felony, and subjects the offender to
transportation for seven years … or for any of the offenses
enumerated in that act, or in the black act. [The Black Act
prohibited darkening your face so as not to be seen when on a
poaching raid. Merely to be caught in the forest wearing a
disguise was a crime. Makes sense to me.]
7. ANOTHER capital offense against public justice is the
returning from transportation, or being seen at large in Great
Britain beforethe expiration of the term. [Can’t be referring to
Botany Bay, as Blackstone’s Commentaries in 1769 were preCook.]
8. AN eighth is that of taking a reward, under pretense of
helping the owner to his stolen goods. This was a contrivance
carried to a great length of villainy in the beginning of the reign
of George the first. [Larry Silverstein and Frank Lowy re 3
billion for the towers?]
9. RECEIVING of stolen goods, knowing them to be stolen, is
also a high misdemeanor and affront to public justice. This
offense, which is only a misdemeanor at common law, by the
statutes 3 & 4 William & Mary c. 9. and 5 Ann. c. 31. makes the
offender accessory.
10. OF a nature somewhat similar to the two last is the offense
oftheft-bote, which is where the party robbed not only knows
the felon, but also takes his goods upon agreement not to
prosecute. This perversion of justice, in the old Gothic
constitutions, was liable to the most severe and infamous
punishment. By statute 25 Geo. II. c. 36. even to advertise a
reward for the return of things stolen, with no questions
asked, subjects the advertiser and the printer to a forfeiture of
50 £ each. [Still in force today. See how it is the law that is
being respected here!]
11. COMMON barretry is the offense of frequently exciting and
stirring up suits and quarrels between his majesty’s subjects,
either at law or otherwise…. if the offender (as is too
frequently the case) belongs to the profession of the law,
ought also to be disabled from practicing for the future. …and
treble damages to the party injured. [Yipee!]
12. MAINTENANCE is an offense being an officious
intermeddling in a suit. And therefore, by the Roman law, it was
a species of thecrimen falsi [forgery] to enter into any
confederacy, or do any act to support another’s lawsuit, by
money, or witnesses. [as in FBI informants.]

Sir Edward Coke in 1614, author of
“The Institutes of the Laws of England”
13. CHAMPERTY, campi-partitio, is a species of maintenance,
being a bargain with a plaintiff of defendant to divide the land or
other matter sued for between them. These pests of civil
society, perpetually endeavoring to disturb the repose of their
neighbors, were severely animadverted on by the Roman law:
“lege Julia de vi privata tenentur” — they are liable to the Julian
law of secret influence.” [I wonder what that means. Sounds
useful.]
14. THE compounding of informations upon penal statutes
contributeS to make the laws odious to the people. At once
therefore to discourage malicious informers, and to
provide that offenses, when once discovered, shall be
duly prosecuted, it is enacted by statute 18 Eliz. c. 5. that if
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any person, informing under pretense of any penal law,
shall stand two hours on the pillory, and shall be forever
disabled to sue. [“I have a bad back, Your Honor…”]
15. A CONSPIRACY also to indict an innocent man of felony
falsely and maliciously, is a farther abuse and perversion of
public justice; for which the party injured were by the ancient
common law to receive what is called the villainous
judgment; viz. to have those lands wasted, their houses
razed, their trees rooted up. But it now is the better opinion,
that the villainous judgment is by long disuse become obsolete.
[Aw, too bad.]
16. THE next offense against public justice is the crime of
willful and corrupt perjury; which is defined by Sir Edward
Coke, to be a crime committed when a lawful oath is
administered, in some judicial proceeding, to a person who
swears willfully, absolutely and falsely, in a matter material to
the issue or point in question. Subornation of perjury is the
offense of procuring another to take such a false oath…. The
punishment has been various. It was anciently death;
afterwards banishment, or cutting out the tongue, then
forfeiture of goods; and now it is fine and imprisonment,
and never more to be capable of bearing testimony. But
the statute 5 Eliz. c. 9. inflicts the penalty of perpetual infamy,
and a fine of 40£ on the suborner; and to stand with both ears
nailed to the pillory. [Best not to suborn.]
And
certainly the odiousness of the crime pleads strongly in behalf of
the French law. But that there they admit witnesses to be heard
only on the side of the prosecution, and use the rack to extort
a confession from the accused. [Freedom fries, anyone?]
17. BRIBERY is the next species of offense against public
justice; which is when a judge, or other person concerned
in the administration of justice, takes any undue reward

to influence his behavior in his office. … In England this
offense of taking bribes is punished, in inferior officers, with fine
and imprisonment. But in judges, especially the superior ones, it
has been always looked upon as so heinous an offense, that the
chief justice Thorpe was hanged for itin the reign of Edward
III. [Think about it.]
18. EMBRACERY is an attempt to influence a jury corruptly to
one side by promises, persuasions, entreaties, money,
entertainments [e.g., showing the video of the Marathon
bombing over and over], and the like.
19. THE false verdict of jurors, whether occasioned by
embracery or not, was anciently considered as criminal, and
therefore exemplarily punished by attaint.
20. ANOTHER offense of the same species is the negligence of
public officers, entrusted with the administration of justice,
as sheriffs, coroners, constables, and the like.
21. THERE is yet another offense against public justice, which is
a crime of deep malignity; and the power and wealth of the
offenders may often deter the injured from a legal prosecution.
[Elementary, my dear Watson.] This is the oppression and
tyrannical partiality of judges, justices, and other
magistrates, in the administration and under the color of
their office.
We need to get cracking on these things. Let 1769 and 2016 be
famous years!
— Mary Maxwell lives in Adelaide. She and Dee McLachlan
are producing a Fringe program entitled “Pardoners R
Us,” based on Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales.” Her latest
book is “Fraud Upon the Court: Reclaiming the Law
Joyfully” (Trine Day Press, Oregon).
http://gumshoenews.com/2015/12/14/sir-williamblackstone-and-fredrick-toben/
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Frederik Toben sought damages over 2013 article in The Australian.

Judge tosses Holocaust denier’s defamation case against newspaper
By SAM SOKOL \ 12/02/2015 03:02
An Australian Holocaust denier’s defamation lawsuit
Justice Lucy McCallum, of the New South Wales Supreme
against a local newspaper was dismissed on Monday,
Court, who ruled on the case, said: “On the strength of
amidst judicial accusations that he had engaged in “a
his own writings, it is difficult to conclude otherwise than
cynical misuse” of the courts system in order to air his
that Dr. Toben has a clear agenda to create a public
controversial views.
forum for disputation of the history of the Holocaust and
The suit, brought by Dr. Fredrick Toben, sought damages
for the expression of anti-Semitic views.”
from The Australian over a 2013 article which described
According to McCallum, Toben has not sufficiently proved
him as a “Holocaust denier.” The German- born historian
that he sought to repudiate charges of the anti-Semitism
and founder of the Adelaide Institute had previously been
in the article in question but, rather, that he sought to
jailed in Germany for Holocaust denial in the late 1990s.
use a trial as a method of garnering publicity for his
He has also railed against – what he calls – “Holocaust
ideas.
racketeers... corpse peddlers and the Shoah business
“The defendants have established to my satisfaction that
merchants.”
Dr. Toben seeks by these proceedings to manipulate the
He recently wrote on his website, “The Zionist lobby in
process of the court to create a forum in which to assert
this country is malicious, implacable, mendacious and
the very views by the attribution with which he claims to
dangerous” and has caused him a “great deal of lost
have been defamed,” she further asserted.
sleep. What’s more, once the expression ‘anti-Semite’
Earlier this month, an 87-year-old German grandmother
hits the air, or heaven forefend, the sacred formula ‘six
was sentenced to a 10-month prison term for Holocaust
million’ is uttered, then I know from bitter experience
denial for stating that it had not been sufficiently proven
that there is not one manager or editor in the country
that Auschwitz was a death camp.
http://www.jpost.com/Diaspora/Judge-tossesHolocaustwho will defend an underling. We are thrown to the
deniers-defamation-case-against-newspaper-436012
jackals.” [sic – this is Terry Lane writing about Jews.]
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Toben case dismissed
EVAN ZLATKIS, DECEMBER 3, 2015NATIONAL NEWS
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Fredrick Toben

THE Executive Council of Australian Jewry (ECAJ) has
welcomed the decision by the NSW Supreme Court to
dismiss a defamation case brought by Holocaust denier
Fredrick Toben.
The action – against the editor of The Australian, Clive
Mathieson, senior reporter Christian Kerr, and former
Greens leader Christine Milne – was in response to a
2013 article in The Australian headlined “Split in Greens
over Holocaust denier Fredrick Toben”, published after
Toben was invited and then disinvited from a proPalestinian fundraiser by NSW Greens MP David
Shoebridge.
Among the defamatory imputations in Toben’s Statement
of Claim were that “the Plaintiff fabricated history”, “the
Plaintiff is a Holocaust denier” and “the Plaintiff is an
anti-Semite” and “has a racist Jewish agenda”.
Handing down her decision this week, Judge Lucy
McCallum found that Toben’s purpose in commencing
defamation proceedings was his “clear agenda to create
a public forum for disputation of the history of the
Holocaust and for the expression of anti-Semitic views”.

“The defendants have established, to my satisfaction,
that Dr Toben seeks by these proceedings to manipulate
the process of the court to create a forum in which to
assert the very views by the attribution with which he
claims to have been defamed,” she said.
McCallum also rejected Toben’s claim “merely to be
engaged in philosophical discourse” as “cynical and
disingenuous”, saying: “It is a transparent rhetorical
device in which Dr Toben’s own anti-Semitic views are
deliberately attributed to a straw man … so as to enable
Dr Toben to record views he plainly espouses on a
pretended lawful basis.”
Commending the defendants and the judge for the “deft
and compelling manner in which Toben’s nonsense was
despatched”, ECAJ executive director Peter Wertheim
said: “Once again, a court has rejected Toben’s
protestations that he is merely engaged in a good faith
discussion of history and philosophy, and has recognised
that Toben’s so-called ‘discussion’ is a thinly disguised
vehicle for smearing Jews generally.”
http://www.jewishnews.net.au/tobencasedismissed/50
872
[Wertheim is still playing the victim, yet when
proceedings began he, together with JJ and Stephen
Rothman, now Justice Rothman, refused to shake Toben’s
hand when proceedings began before HREOC in 1996;
they rejected the non-obligatory conciliation meeting &
opted an immediate formal hearing. Why? Kirsty Gowan:
HREOC = creature of international politics; - ed. AI]
https://www.darkmoon.me/2013/toben-tells-zundelwhy-he-doubts-the-holocaust-video-talk-introduced-bylasha-darkmoon/.

_____________________________________________________________________

'It's too dangerous' Fury as Adolf Hitler’s
Mein Kampf to go on sale in Germany

Allan Hall
The copyright passed to the state of Bavaria following his
suicide in the Berlin bunker in April 1945, along with all
his possessions. The new version of his autobiography
and political viewpoint will be an annotated edition of the
book which, during the 12 years the Nazis ruled
Germany, was more popular than the Bible.
Institute deputy director Magnus Brechtken said the twovolume edition will contain 2,000 pages. Hitler's words
will be dwarfed by comments from historians and
academics, pointing out the absurdity of his statements
and his politics.
Mein Kampf will be available from the middle of January
Despite strong opposition from critics who say it will
become a coveted symbol for neo-Nazis, My Struggle will
be available from the middle of January 2016 after the
expiry on December 31 of the copyright.
The publication was announced in Berlin on Tuesday by
Prof. Andreas Wirsching and Dr. Christian Hartmann of
the Munich Institute for Contemporary History.
"We have to strip away the allure of this book and show
the reality," they said of the publicationn which will cost
almost 40 pounds and will not be available online.
The book is filled with anti-jewish, anti-slavic slurs
We have to strip away the allure of this book and show
"What we are publishing here is in fact an anti-Hitler
the reality
text," said Brechtken.
Prof. Andreas Wirsching and Dr. Christian Hartmann
Israel is opposed to the reprinting of Mein Kampf under
Mein Kampf is already widely available around the world
any conditions in Germany, and those troubled by the
but not in the country where Hitler wrote it in the1920's
continuing allure of the far right to the young believe the
and which made him rich. Filled with anti-Jewish, antibook will become a must-have text for neo-Nazis, even
Slavic slurs, it was the blueprint for his later wars of
though much of it will be critical of the author.
conquest across Europe and the Holocaust.
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"I understand some immediately feel uncomfortable
when a book that played such a dramatic role is made
available again to the public. On the other hand, I think
that this is also a useful way of communicating historical
education and enlightenment – a publication with the
appropriate comments, exactly to prevent these
traumatic events from ever happening again," added
Brechtken.
The book has not been available to buy in Germany since
Hitler's death
But Florian Sepp, the library historian at the Bavarian
State Library which keeps original copies of Mein Kampf
said: "This book is too dangerous for the general public."
The general public seems to agree; a majority polled

last month by the YouGov Research Institute found 51
percent of respondents 'completely and utterly' against a
new version hitting German bookstores.
Dieter Graumann, the former president of the Central
Council of Jews in Germany, last year voiced his strong
opposition to ever seeing the book republished in
Germany.
"The very thought of a new publication of Hitler’s ‘Mein
Kampf’ is more than disgusting and goes against all my
beliefs to fight neo-fascism and right-wing extremism,"
he said.
"This book was and will remain a pure anti-Semitic work
of irrational hatred that should be forbidden for
evermore. It is an abhorrent pamphlet full of incitement
of the Jewish people and it brutally hurts the feelings of
the Shoa-survivors."
Related articles
REVEALED: The secret pictures Adolf Hitler wanted to
hide from the world forever
Why is India okay with HITLER brand ice-creams, Hitler
brand clothing and Hitler cafes?
Germany reprinting Adolf Hitler's Nazi manifesto Mein
Kampf 70 years after his death

*http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/623376/Adolf
-Hitler-Mein-Kampf-sale-Germany

__________________________________________________________________

OH, WILLIS CARTO, WE HARDLY KNEW YE
The Holocaust denier and publisher of anti-Semitic drivel has died.
We should have known the all-American better.
By Mark Oppenheimer, November 2, 2015
sells out huge lecture halls to followers eager to hear
theories about the reptile people, the English royal
family, and the Rothschilds, that would make even the
most committed Scientologists say, “That seems a bit
off.” Yet you won’t find much written about him, not in
the United States at least, although he’s more of a figure
in England, where he’s from.
Editors aren’t deliberately quashing stories about these
gents. But I know, from personal experience, that many
editors, and indeed journalists and readers, believe that
it’s irresponsible to give too much space to mad men and
their ideas. There are exceptions. In 2009, Tablet ran
I had an odd reaction to reading The New York
my four-part series on Holocaust revisionists Bradley
Times obituary of Willis Carto, the tediously loathsome
Smith and Mark Weber. (They were great fun. Smith, a
elder statesman of the American anti-Semitic right. He
garrulous, cowboyish figure who now lives in Mexico, had
died last Monday at his home in Virginia, leaving behind
a longtime Jewish lover; and Weber, who runs
a putrid little trail of defunct newsletters and failed
the Institute for Historical Review, the publishing house,
Holocaust denial magazines, but when he was at fullnow more of an e-mail list, that Carto founded in 1978,
strength, in the 1970s and 1980s, his literature was read
has a sister who converted to Judaism.) But in general,
not only by wackadoo Hitler worshippers but also by their
the sense is that it’s more prudent to ignore such men,
far more respectable, and careful, fellow travelers, like
to starve their ideas of oxygen.
former presidential candidate Ron Paul. And my reaction
I disagree. They matter, and we need to know them. “At
to his death was: Why haven’t I had the pleasure of
his peak in the 1980s,” theTimes obituary reads, Carto
reading more about this guy?
“headed an organization, Liberty Lobby, with a mailing
You see, there is an unspoken journalistic consensus in
list of 400,000; and published a newspaper, The
this country that one does not write about the craziest of
Spotlight, with a circulation said to exceed 300,000.” And
the crazies, unless they seem to have access to
the racists and anti-Semites intersect with our electoral
explosives or a plausible connection to Islamic
politics more often than we’d like to admit (cf. Ron Paul,
extremism. When they are plain old Caucasian crazy—
David Duke, Trent Lott). The slippery eels of our bigoted
like
Carto,
or
racist
Northwestern
University
id swim below the surface, but they occasionally surface.
engineer Arthur Butz, or alien enthusiast David Icke—the
Carto, who was allergic to personal publicity, would have
thinking seems to be: ignore them. Icke, for example,
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been a tough profile to write, but I wish someone had
tried. I wish I had.
http://www.tabletmag.com/scroll/194699/oh-williscarto-we-hardly-knew-ye
***
After reading this Oppenheimer piece just remember that
all he is doing is reflecting on his own Talmudic-saturated
mindset and then projecting his own debased mindset’s
production on to Carto. There is no self-reflective
intelligence at work, there is no moral and intellectual
integrity to be found in such a piece of writing –so typical
of a Prime Ugly at work.
A good introduction to Willis Carto’s legacy is found in
Professor George Michael’s 2008 biography:
Willis Carto and the American Far Right –

http://www.amazon.com/Willis-Carto-American-FarRight/dp/0813031982

Oh, Willis Carto, We Hardly Knew Ye
Published on Friday, November 6 of 2015 by Sonico
Mark Oppenheimer
Tablet Magazine
November 2, 2015
By Bradley Smith
Mark Oppenheimer, a professor at Yale University,
writes for The New York Times Magazine, The Believer,
Salon, Slate, Mother Jones, The Nation, The New
Republic and others, in addition to The Tablet. So we
should take him seriously.
In his Tablet article this Jewish writer notes that Willis
Carto was a “plain old Caucasian crazy.” He doesn’t have
anything interesting to say about Carto. He does note
that: “. . . there is an unspoken journalistic consensus in
this country that one does not write about the craziest of
the crazies. . . . Editors aren’t deliberately quashing
stories about these gents. But I know, from personal
experience, that many editors, and indeed journalists
and readers, believe that it’s irresponsible to give too
much space to mad men and their ideas.
“There are exceptions. In 2009, Tablet ran my four-part
series on Holocaust revisionists Bradley Smith and Mark
Weber. (They were great fun. Smith, a garrulous,
cowboyish figure who now lives in Mexico, had a
longtime Jewish lover; and Weber, who runs the Institute
for Historical Review, the publishing house, now more of
an e-mail list, that Carto founded in 1978, has a sister
who converted to Judaism.) But in general, the sense is

that it’s more prudent to ignore such men, to starve their
ideas of oxygen.
“I disagree. They matter, and we need to know them. . .
.”
Oppenheimer will write that “we need to know them,” but
he stands four-square against any real examination of
what they, we, think or say. He is absolutely committed
to starving our ideas of all oxygen.
One odd thing for me now is that I cannot remember his
face. I remember our meeting back in 2009 very well. In
Starbucks in San Clemente, a small beach town north of
San Diego. We each drove in from opposite directions to
meet there. He was a very likeable guy, but I can’t
remember his face. What I remember most clearly is that
he knew nothing about the revisionist critique of
Holocaust orthodoxy, and was in the classic sense a True
Believer in the orthodox story, whatever it was in the
moment.

Mark Oppenheimer
His mind was full of Jews and anti-Semitism. I had a
difficult time making it clear to him that I was not really
interested in Jews as Jews. I had lived among and with
Jews for 30-odd years and they had never caught my
attention as being anything much other than the rest of
us. It was also difficult to get across to him the fact that
I was not really interested in gas chambers, executive
orders for mass murder, the accuracy of “survivor”
testimony (tho I loved some of those guys and gals. How
could I not love the nuttiness of an Abraham Bomba or
an Irene Zisblatt?
I emphasized again and again that my attention was
caught up with the question of the taboo that protects
one historical event from routine examination. Who
benefits from this taboo? How is it used? The taboo
against Free Speech. That you do not have to be
university trained to understand the moral value of being
free to talk out loud about issues that have gotten your
attention. Oppenheimer would ask a question that was
related to the issue of Jewish suffering, then shake his
head as he listened to my reply, always leading to the
issue of encouraging a free exchange of ideas.
At one point, after an hour or so, when we were arriving
at a place where we were going to get stuck, I referred
again to Arthur Butz and his Hoax of the Twentieth
Century. That the book had been published some 30
years before, had been condemned along with its author
throughout the university and in media, yet not one
professor had dared to review the book in a peer
reviewed journal where Butz would have the right of
reply. Why? What did they fear? Butz’s reply? Not one of
them dared to be left holding the bag for everything Butz
got right.
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At that point Oppenheimer crossed his forearms and
used them to hide his face. Then he put his crossed arms
and his face down on the tabletop and groaned. He
wanted to talk about Jews while I wanted to talk about
intellectual freedom. It was just too much for him.
That’s the primary memory I have of Mark Oppenheimer.
Once his four-part article began appearing in The Tablet I
emailed him to say that I would like to interview him in
turn, as a way of responding with questions to a number
of questionable issues he was raising about me in The
Tablet. His response was to say that once he had finished
a story, he found it best to go on to something else.
Well, we all have our way of working.
One of my readers suggests that while Oppenheimer
writes that he disagrees with the mainline media that it is
“more prudent to ignore such men, to starve their ideas
of oxygen,” that he disagrees, that “They matter, and we
need to know them. . . .”

Okay. But Oppenheimer wants to know them to smear
them, while leaving his readers in the dark with regard to
revisionist arguments. In his article on Willis Carto he
off-handedly refers to Professor Arthur Butz as a “racist.”
He offers no evidence to support this smear. He doesn’t
try. He’s content with simply smearing the man.
Oppenheimer is a smart, genial, likeable guy. But his
brain is in the grip of taboo. No one is to challenge what
Oppenheimer truly believes about “Holocaust.” As it is
with witchdoctors the world over, taboo is used to control
the beliefs and the lives of others. The title to
Oppenheimer’s Tablet article would be more accurate if
four words were to be added.
“Oh, Willis Carto, We Hardly Knew Ye (and Don’t
Want to)”
http://codohfounder.com/oh-willis-carto-we-hardlyknew-ye/

_________________________________________________

“Uninhibited belligerence of the State of Israel”?

Review of PBS Frontline’s The War Behind Closed Doors
Hadding Scott, November 8, 2015 — Comments
While I was in the midst of trying to publicize the Jewish
instigation and the folly of invading Iraq in early 2003 as an
occasional writer of scripts for American Dissident Voices, PBS
Frontline presented a rather helpful documentary called The
War Behind Closed Doors, written by Michael Kirk, and
coproduced by Michael Kirk and Jim Gilmore.
The introduction to The War Behind Closed Doors is quite
promising, with Frontline’s narrator stating: “Over two decades,
they had served three presidents, and argued for one big idea,
that the United States must project its power and influence
throughout the world. This is the story of how they set out to
change American foreign policy in the days immediately after
the tragedy of September 11th.” Then, to be more specific
about what that means, the intro includes a clip of former CIA
analyst Kenneth Pollack saying: “And it does seem very clear
that this group seized upon the events of September 11th to
resurrect their policy of trying to go after Saddam Hussein and a
regime-change in Iraq.” This was a documentary that would
clarify who was responsible for the drive for war against Iraq:
Neoconservatives — which meant that that the war was not
fundamentally about oil.
The documentary describes the path to invasion of Iraq (which
seemed imminent but had not yet occurred when the program
aired on 20 February 2003) as a struggle between
Neoconservatives (also calling themselves “Neo-Reaganites” or
“hawks”) led by Paul Wolfowitz, and “pragmatists” or “realists”
ostensibly led by Colin Powell. The Neoconservative position was
that Saddam Hussein’s government must be destroyed, while
the pragmatists, without disputing the Neoconservatives’
provocative claims about Saddam Hussein, advocated
containment as the appropriate response.
Brent Scowcroft (a pragmatist who had been an advisor to
George H.W. Bush) is shown explaining to an interviewer that
George H.W. Bush had deliberately left Saddam Hussein in
power in 1991, contrary to what the Neoconservatives had
wanted, because it was desirable to preserve a balance of power
between Iraq and Iran, and because overthrowing Saddam
Hussein might lead to various negative consequences — reasons
that in hindsight make excellent sense.

The interviewer, and some other Jewish commentators in the
documentary — Kenneth Pollack and Richard Perle — speak as if
the goal of the 1991 war had been to remove Saddam Hussein
from power, but Scowcroft is adamant that it was not.
LOWELL BERGMAN: I thought we had two interests. One was
to evict the Iraqi army from Kuwait, but the other really was to
get Saddam out—
BRENT SCOWCROFT: No.
LOWELL BERGMAN: —of power.
BRENT SCOWCROFT: No, it wasn’t.
LOWELL BERGMAN: Well, either covertly or overtly.
BRENT SCOWCROFT: No. No, it wasn’t. That was never — you
can’t find that anywhere as an objective, either in the U.N.
mandate for what we did or in our declarations, that our goal
was to get rid of Saddam Hussein. [PBS Frontline transcript]
The widespread belief that the goal of the 1991 war had been to
eliminate Saddam Hussein was supported by the hyperbolic
propaganda that had been used. The comparisons of Saddam
Hussein to Adolf Hitler started in the mass-media. In late 1990
President Bush joined the trend by comparing Saddam Hussein
(unfavorably) to Hitler, because of the supposed brutality of the
Iraqi troops in Kuwait (AP, 2 November 1990). There was a
tendency to see everything in terms of this Hitler comparison,
from “He gassed his own people!” to supposedly unprovoked
invasions of neighboring states. Given that President George
H.W. Bush had engaged in and never repudiated that kind of
crazed propaganda, the first Bush Administration would
necessarily be seen as having failed to fulfill a moral imperative
when, ultimately, they did the practical thing by leaving Saddam
Hussein in power.
In fact, George H. W. Bush did call for the overthrow of Saddam
Hussein and then refrained from supporting such an effort, as
the Neocons have charged. This can be seen either as
disingenuous war-rhetoric or as vacillation between the
influences
of
the
pragmatists
(Scowcroft)
and
the
Neoconservatives (Wolfowitz), or as a combination of the two.
Immediately after the 1991 war, Paul Wolfowitz (as
Undersecretary of Defense for Policy) authored a set of military
guidelines that would justify preventive war — in other words,
war against a state that had not attacked and was not
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threatening to attack, but might attack someday if not attacked
first. Recall that in 1981 the State of Israel had been
condemned by the UN Security Council for “preventive war” in
its attack on the Osirak nuclear reactor, with the Reagan
Administration’s ambassador to the United Nations, Jeane
Kirkpatrick, also voting to condemn. The President of the
Security Council, Porfirio Muñoz Ledo, explained:
The reasons on which the Government of Israel bases its
contention are as unacceptable as the act of aggression it
committed. It is inadmissible to invoke the right to self-defense
when no armed attack has taken place. The concept of
preventive war, which for many years served as justification for
the abuses of powerful States, since it left it to their discretion
to define what constituted a threat to them, was definitively
abolished by the Charter of the United Nations. [Security
Council Official Records, S/PV.2288 19 June 1981]
Wolfowitz was now advocating that the government of the
United States adopt the uninhibited belligerence of the State of
Israel, using military strikes to maintain hegemony against
merely suspected (or perhaps imagined) threats.
Information about the Wolfowitz Doctrine was leaked to the
news media by people within the administration who opposed it,
and it became a source of embarrassment. Dick Cheney was
ordered to rewrite Wolfowitz’s guidelines in a way that
eliminated the option of unilateral preventive war.
Neoconservative William Kristol however commends the
Wolfowitz Doctrine, declaring that Wolfowitz was “ahead of his
time.” The narrator explains: “One day there would be a more
receptive president, and another opportunity.”
That more receptive president was not Bill Clinton.
The narrator implies that George W. Bush was chosen as the
likely successor to Bill Clinton as early as 1998, and that a group
of “foreign-policy wisemen” including Wolfowitz on one hand and
Colin Powell on the other, attempted to groom him for that
position.
This period, when the struggle for the mind of George W. Bush
occurred, shows most clearly that invading Iraq was not the idea
of George W. Bush. William Kristol states that Bush was not
immediately supportive of the Neoconservatives’ aggressive
foreign policy: “I wouldn’t say that if you read Wolfowitz’s
defense policy guidelines from 1992 and read most of Bush’s
campaign speeches and his statements in the debates, you
would say, ‘Hey, Bush has really adopted Wolfowitz’s
worldview.’” Thus the pragmatists initially prevailed over the
Neoconservatives, so that George W. Bush, in the period before
the election, was advocating a reduced role for American
military forces in the world.
The narrator says that Bush’s foreign policy during the first few
months of his administration was “stalled between the two
competing forces” — stalled between the Neocons and the
pragmatists. Kristol indicates that this continued until the 9-11
attacks: “I think you could make a case that on September
10th, 2001, that it’s not clear that George W. Bush was in any
fundamental way going in our direction on foreign policy.”
A pivotal moment, following the attacks on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon, came when Bush delivered a speech that
evening that included the line: “We will make no distinction
between the terrorists who committed these acts and those who
harbor them.”
The War Behind Closed Doors treats this as a highly important
utterance. Obviously it is important, since rumors that some
government harbors or supports terrorists are easy to generate,
and were in fact generated. The narrator says: “The hawks
welcomed the president’s phrase, ‘those who harbor’ terrorism.”
Richard Perle is quoted praising the speech.
David Frum, Bush’s Canadian-born Jewish speechwriter, also
praises the speech:
Within 48 hours, he had made the two key decisions that have
defined the war on terror. First, this is a war, not a crime. And
second, this war is not going to be limited to just the authors of
the 9/11 attack but to anyone who assisted them and helped
them and made their work possible, including states. And that is
a dramatic, dramatic event. And that defines everything.

What Frontline fails to mention is that it was Frum who insisted
on that crucial line in Bush’s speech. One week before PBS
Frontline aired its documentary, The Nation magazine had
already revealed that detail:
It was not, alas, “a war speech.” It did, though, contain the line
about making “no distinction between the terrorists who
committed these acts and those who harbor them.” And Frum
cannot resist informing us he had been the one to insert
that thought into every draft of the speech. [David Corn,
“Who’s in Charge?” The Nation, 13 February 2003;
emphasis added]
This casts a very interesting light on another comment from
Frum about the speech: “When he laid down those principles, I
don’t know whether he foresaw all of their implications, how far
they would take him. I don’t know if he understood fully and
foresaw fully the true radicalism of what he had just said.”
Who was really making the big decisions for which Frum liked to
give Bush so much credit? Frum had put words into Bush’s
mouth and then said that he was not sure that Bush had
understood the implications. The picture that we get, by adding
just a bit of information that Frontline had omitted, is that
George W. Bush was pushed into belligerent posturing by his
Jewish advisors.
The pragmatists continued to push the idea of going after
terrorists rather than governments; Powell for example spoke of
“persuading” governments that might be harboring terrorists.
But the fact that the President had already talked about going
after governments had created an expectation that was difficult
to oppose.
Meanwhile the false notion that Iraq was unfinished business
was revived. (Obviously such an evil man must be doing evil
things.) The notion that Iraq was somehow a “state sponsor of
terrorism” (having been taken off the list of state sponsors of
terrorism by the Reagan Administration in 1982, but reinstated
amid the war-propaganda of 1990) was bandied about.
Dick Cheney is a favorite target for leftist critics of the War on
Terror, and for the John Birch Society, who want a scapegoat
that allows them to avoid saying anything critical of Jews. Very
often, Cheney is represented as a key “Neocon.” In fact Cheney
had worked with the Neoconservatives at various times since
the days of “Team B” during the Ford Administration. But
William Kristol described Cheney’s position at the beginning of
George W. Bush’s presidency thus: “Cheney is a complicated
figure and, obviously, a very cautious and reticent figure, so
hard to know what he thinks in his heart of hearts. I think he
had feet in both camps, so to speak.” In other words, Cheney
was not initially committed to the Neoconservative position on
Iraq.
George W. Bush adopted the doctrine of preventive war that had
been advocated by “the brains” of the Neoconservative outfit,
Paul Wolfowitz (see here, p. 41ff, for a portrait of Wolfowitz’s
Jewish identity and connections). From this, given 15 years of
demonization-propaganda against Saddam Hussein and a little
nudging from Jews like David Frum who were positioned to
influence George W. Bush, the invasion of Iraq followed.
At the time when The War Behind Closed Doors aired, the
Neoconservatives were getting their way and enjoying
practically unanimous support for their project, and perhaps it
was overconfidence that motivated William Kristol to claim for
his Neoconservative movement such unequivocal responsibility
for the imminent war. There was always obfuscation about who
had agitated for war, with many habitually blaming the oil
industry or other economic interests, because such explanations
fit their leftist theory about how the world works. It was
extremely useful that PBS Frontline documented that it was in
fact Neoconservatives who spent more than a decade agitating
for that war, and also, if it did not explain exactly who these
Neoconservatives were, at least gave some indications about
who they were not.
There are however some negative aspects to The War Behind
Closed Doors, the worst of them being the propaganda spouted
by Jewish television-host Ted Koppel’s Jewish son-in-law,
Kenneth Pollack, who also happened to be a former CIA analyst,
a sometime member of the National Security Council and
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various think-tanks, and author of a pro-war book, The
Threatening Storm, that was especially influential with
liberals. (Pollack had excellent liberal credentials, having
served in the Clinton administration; he was also indicted for
spying on behalf of Israel, but the indictment was dropped
under less than convincing circumstances.) Although
supposedly giving an expert outsider’s perspective on the
Neoconservatives’ agitation for war, and seeming to criticize the
Neoconservatives in some ways, the most important part of
what Pollack said really supported the Neoconservatives’
project. I suspected that Pollack was Jewish when I first saw the
program in 2003 because of the general thrust of what he was
saying, but now it is confirmed.
In the section of PBS Frontline’s The War Behind Closed Doors
about Bill Clinton, Pollack promotes the idea that Saddam
Hussein really was developing WMDs behind the backs of the
UN’s weapons-inspectors, and tries to portray the clashes in the
1990s between Iraqi officials and the UN’s inspectors as the
expression of some kind of psychological strategy on Saddam
Hussein’s part for undermining “containment.” Frontline should
have pointed out that there was no direct evidence for any
ongoing WMD-program. It was all speculation, based, as Pollack
says, on the fact that the Iraqis gave the inspectors trouble. But
the friction between inspectors and Iraqi authorities was easily
explained with the fact that the inspection-team, infiltrated by
agents of the CIA, appeared to have been used to try to
orchestrate a coup:
But one of the problems is, is that you have a situation, in June
of 1996, where the United States is fomenting a coup against

Saddam Hussein, a coup based upon Special Republican Guard
units. At the same time, you have an UNSCOM inspection,
UNSCOM 150, which is in Iraq, creating a confrontation by
inspecting Special Republican Guard sites. [Scott Ritter, PBS
Frontline: Spying on Saddam, 27 April 1999].
These known facts should have been brought to bear on
Pollack’s statements.
The Newsweek of 24 February 2003, four days after this
documentary aired, quoted Saddam Hussein’s son, General
Hussein Kamel, as telling an interrogator in 1995: “All weapons
— biological, chemical, missile, nuclear — were destroyed.”
Pollack, with his positions in government as a supposed expert
on Iraq, should have known about this.
It is the major fault of The War Behind Closed Doors that it
allows Pollack’s claims in support of the WMD accusation to go
undisputed. Pollack admitted after the invasion that he had
been wrong (“I made a mistake based on faulty intelligence.”
New York Times Magazine, 24 October 2004), but it is
worse than being wrong: he was either a liar or incompetent.
The failure to challenge Pollack’s statements is a crucial
omission in PBS Frontline’s presentation, because the
proposition that Saddam Hussein had been 100% successful in
circumventing weapons-inspections was essential to the
argument for war. Add the claim that weapons-inspections were
not working (and probably could not work) to the premise that
Saddam Hussein is “another Hitler,” and it becomes self-evident
that one must go to war.
http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/2015/11/review-of-pbsfrontlines-the-war-behind-closed-doors/

________________________________________________________________________________

Freedom to offend allows public debate on life’s biggest issues
MICHAEL SEXTON , THE AUSTRALIAN, NOVEMBER 26, 2015 12 :00AM
The problem of how freedom of speech is restricted by
some federal and state legislation has been raised again
by a decision of the Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination
Commissioner.
The commission found the Catholic Church had a case to
answer over its distribution of a booklet to the parents of
Catholic school students supporting traditional marriage.
A complaint had been lodged with the commission by a
transgender person who argued the booklet contravened the
provision of the Tasmanian Anti-Discrimination Act that made it
unlawful to offend, humiliate, intimidate, insult or ridicule a
person on the basis of various attributes.
Those attributes include, for the purposes of this case, sexual
orientation, marital status and relationship status. It is
necessary that a reasonable person would have anticipated that
the subject of the conduct in question would be offended,
humiliated, intimidated, insulted or ridiculed.
All this is reminiscent of section 18C of the federal Racial
Discrimination Act, which makes it unlawful to offend or insult
racial, national and ethnic groups in the community, although that
provision does not even have the qualification that a reasonable
person would regard the conduct or publication as offensive or
insulting.
The contest over the repeal of section 18C was, of course, lost
by the proponents of freedom of speech. There is no real point
in revisiting that issue at present because the federal
government has clearly indicated it is not going to change the
decision made by former prime minister Tony Abbott.
But the Tasmanian legislation — and similar legislation in some
of the other states and territories — poses real problems on its
face for churches and other religious groups.
To take an example, as anyone who has read Brideshead
Revisited will recall, it is Catholic teaching that unmarried
heterosexual couples are “living in sin” and so doomed to the
eternal fires of hell.
Why is it not open to such a couple to complain that they are
offended and insulted by church publications to this effect
because those publications are made on the basis of their
relationship status?

It then would be up to the church to argue that a reasonable
person would not have this reaction but that decision might
depend very much on the personal views of the AntiDiscrimination Commissioner.
What all this shows is that, once the principle of freedom of
speech is undermined, it is easy to find any number of people
who are offended or insulted by the views of others.
This is not to say that incitements to violence, for example,
against particular groups in the community should not be
unlawful. This kind of conduct in fact has always been unlawful
under the criminal law. But it is very different from expressions
of opinion that may be offensive or insulting.
It is not only in Australia that freedom of speech is under threat.
In many American universities administrators have come under
pressure from some staff and students to abandon course
material that might offend some groups.
In some cases teachers have been required to warn the
students that class content might offend them so the students
can absent themselves and avoid this terrible fate. This climate
of fear reached new levels just before Halloween at Yale
University when administrators sent an email to students
advising them not to wear certain kinds of costumes so as to
avoid offending others.
When the wife of the master of one of the university’s
residential colleges suggested the way to deal with offensive
conduct was to ignore it, some students mounted an attack on
her husband.
As one student said, the university was “not about creating an
intellectual space” where conflicting opinions could be
expressed. It might be thought that for many centuries that is
exactly what a university was about — a place for a robust
exchange of ideas even if some people’s feelings were hurt in
the debate. But there are obviously students now at Yale who
reject that long-held view.
To return to the Tasmanian case, most people in Australia do
not subscribe to the teachings of the Catholic Church but that is
no reason the church and other religious bodies should not be
able to advance their moral teachings without being subject to
lengthy and costly legal proceedings.
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If there is no freedom to offend, there can be no genuine public
debate, not only on religious questions but also on many
political and social issues.
Michael Sexton SC is the author of several books on
Australian history and politics.

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/freedom-to-offendallows-public-debate-on-lifes-biggest-issues/story-e6frg6zo1227623077422?sv=733a6984b20d948896794fe061cc67a6

_______________________________________
French comedian Dieudonné sentenced to two months in prison

During a show in Liege, Dieudonné called Hitler a "sweet kid" and a "joyful braggart", questioned the
existence of Nazi gas chambers and described the Talmud as a "s*** book"

By Henry Samuel, Paris, 11:39AM GMT 25 Nov 2015

Dieudonne M'bala M'bala Photo: LOIC
VENANCE/AFP/Gettys
A Belgian court has sentenced controversial French comedian
Dieudonné to two months in prison for incitement to hatred
over alleged racist and anti-Semitic remarks he made during a
show in Belgium.
Dieudonné M'Bala M'Bala, a regular in French courts over similar
charges, was also fined €9,000 (£6,300) by the court in the
eastern city of Liege over a show he gave there in 2012. He was
not present for the verdict.
During the show before 1,000 people in Herstal, a Liege suburb
and which was recorded by police, Dieudonné called Hitler a
"sweet kid" and a "joyful braggart".
He also called into question the Nazi gas chambers and
described the Talmud as a "s*** book".
Eric Lemmens, a lawyer for Belgium's Jewish organisations,
said: "All the accusations against Dieudonné were established both incitement to hatred and hate speech but also Holocaust
denial.
"For me this is more than satisfying, this is a major victory," he
added. The comedian was also ordered to publish the ruling in
Belgium's two main national daily newspapers, Le Soir and La
Libre Belgique.
Earlier this month the European Court of Human Rights came
out against Dieudonné in a separate case, ruling that freedom of
speech did not protect "racist and anti-Semitic performances".

Dieudonne M'Bala M'Bala arrives at the Theatre de la
Main d'Or to take part in the event in Paris Photo: LOIC
VENANCE/AFP/Getty
Dieudonné was protesting a fine he received from a French
court in 2009 for inviting a Holocaust-denier on stage. He was
fined €10,000 for what that court referred to as "racist insults".
In March, a French court also handed Dieudonné a two months
suspended sentence for anti-Semitic remarks after he suggested
he appeared to express sympathy with the attacks against
satirical magazine Charlie Hebdo and a Jewish supermarket in
Paris, which killed 17.
"I feel like Charlie Coulibaly," he wrote on Facebook, a play
on the slogan"Je suis Charlie" and Amedy Coulibaly, one of
the gunmen.
The performer, who made his name in a double act with Jewish
comedian Elie Semoun, is infamous for his trademark "quenelle"
hand gesture that looks like an inverted Nazi salute but which
he insists is merely anti-establishment. It was notably used by
Nicolas Anelka, a former West Bromwich Albion striker, who
was handed a five-match ban by the FA for making the gesture
in 2013.
Dieudonné has appeared several times in French court over
racism and anti-Semitism charges. He and his supporters say he
merely exercises his right to free speech and to mock anything
he sees fit.
It was not immediately clear if he intended to appeal the
decision.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/worldnews/europe/b
elgium/12015954/French-comedian-Dieudonnesentenced-to-two-months-in-prison.html

_______________________________________________________________________________

The Expert Witness - Part 1
November 09, 2015 / Gilad Atzmon

The following is the first part of Gilad Atzmon’s Expert Witness
Testimony atArthur Topham’s criminal trial. This part
contains a brief summary of Atzmon’s perception of the Jews
and their politics. In the next part Atzmon will explain how
these ideas serve to vindicate all forms of criticism of Jewish
politics, ideology, symbols, rituals and so on.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: Mr Atzmon, can you please elaborate
on the notion of Jewish Identity Politics.
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: Identity politics is a relatively new
study that looks into the meaning and the means of
identification of various groups. Instead of asking what is X or Y,
identity politics delves into the question of what identifying as X
or Y may entail. I have gone through the court case
documentation
and
detected
a
considerable
lack
of
understanding of the complexity of the terminology related to
Jewish matters: identity, religion, race and politics. In particular,
I encountered confusion in the comprehension of the crucial
distinction among:
A: Judaism (the religion)

B: The Jews (the people)
C: Jewishness (the ideology)
In order to grasp these notions we must elaborate first on the
meaning of Jewish Identity Politics.
Instead of asking what or who are the Jews, we will simplify the
question. We will ask what those who identify themselves as
Jews mean by that.
Years of studying of Jewish identity politics led me to the
conclusion that we are dealing with three non-exclusive
categories.
A: The Religion – people who identify as Jews because they
believe and follow the Torah/Talmud. Ladies and gentlemen-this
category is innocent. The history of hundreds of years of
rabbinical Judaism proves that orthodox Jews have never been
involved in a genocidal act against another people.
B: Ethnicity – people who identify as Jews due to ancestry and
family lineage. Ladies and gentlemen, this category is also
innocent. Having a Jewish mother doesn’t make one into a war
criminal!
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C: Politics – those who identify politically as Jews. Ladies and
gentlemen, unfortunately, this category is far from innocent.
Zionism-the promise to bring about a Jewish homeland in
Palestine was executed at the expense of another people:
namely the Palestinians. But Zionism is not alone. In fact all
forms of Jewish politics are racially exclusive. Ask yourself, can
Mr. Topham or any other ‘Goy’ (gentile, non-Jew) in this room
join the group ‘Jews for Peace’ or ‘Jews for Human Rights’? The
answer is NO. And why? Because the Goyim in the room are not
racially qualified. The conclusion is inevitable. The 3rd category
is racially oriented and to a certain extent, racist to the bone.
‘Jews for peace’ is in practice as racist and exclusive as “Aryans
for Palestine” or “Whites for free love.” And yet, most of us
would react angrily to White only clubs but we are somehow
forgiving when it comes to Jews only associations.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: Mr Atzmon, please make sure that
we understand you correctly. Are Jews a race?
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: Not at all. Jews are neither a
race nor they are a biological entity, but Jewish politics is always
racist or at least driven by racial orientation!
Attorney Barclay Johnson: How does the model you
sketched above help to understand Israeli politics, Jewish
Identity or progress in this court case?
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: In practice, every Jew who
identifies as a Jew subscribes to one, two or three of the
categories above. Let’s examine the case of an American Jewish
settler living in occupied West Bank. Yes he follows the Torah
(1st category), yes he is Jew by ancestry (2nd category) and
certainly, he identifies politically as a Jew (3rd category). But
what about the Jewish Marxists who went as far as Spain to
fight Franco in the name of the revolution? These revolutionary
Jews didn’t follow the Jewish religion, they were not the 1st
category. They only subscribed to the 2nd and the 3rd
categories. What about Noam Chomsky? He is not a religious
Jew. Again, he only subscribes to the 2nd and the 3rd
categories. He is a Jew by ancestry and also identifies politically
as a Jew[1]. Albert Einstein? The Jury is out on that one but it
would be reasonable to argue that he subscribes to the 2nd
category.
I argue that it is the Jewish political element, the subscription to
the 3rd category that leads towards some unsavoury acts
whether they be the cold blood murder of Palestinian families or
extensive Jewish Lobbying in the West. Those acts deserve
criticism, politically and ideologically.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: But how does this model help this
court to further its understanding the case of Arthur Topham or
the accusation of hate speech?
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: As I mentioned before,
categories 1 & 2 are totally innocent. And indeed, no one really
criticises Neturei Karta (Torah Jews) or Satmar Jews in related
to Israeli crimes in Palestine. These two ultra orthodox Jewish
groups made it clear that they oppose the crimes committed by
the Jewish State and Zionism. Moreover, nowadays, no one
really criticises Jews as a race, biology or ethnicity. What we do
see is opposition Jewish politics and ideology. However and this
is crucial. In the West we tend to believe that every politics &
ideology must be subject to political and ideological criticism. My
Lord, if every form of politics and ideology must be subject to
criticism, this rule must be applied also to Jewish politics and
ideology, and as far as I can tell, Jewish politics and ideology
deserves a lot of criticism.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: But it seems as if Jews are often
feel hated if their politics is criticised.
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: Correct, yet, the fact that
Jews feel hated doesn’t mean that anyone really hates them. It
is also be possible that some Jews feel hated because they
actually project their own hatred onto others.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: I am slightly confused here it
seems as if we are dealing with a sophisticated multi layered
identity.
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: You are totally correct, this
topic is indeed confusing and for a reason. Contemporary
Diaspora Jewish politics struggles to maintain this confusion
because it stifles any from of criticism of Jewish politics. In order

to understand this construct we should imagine the following
kosher trinity.
When we criticise Jewish politics (Israel, Zionism, the Lobby
etc’) some Jews are“racially offended” in spite of the fact that
race, biology, blood or ethnicity was never mentioned. When
we criticise Jewish racism some Jews hide behind the argument
that we are criticizing their religion. When we occasionally
criticise the religion or some obscene Jewish religious teaching
we are quick to learn that Jews are hardly religious anymore
(which is true by the way). The meaning of it is simple, yet
devastating. The Jewish triangle makes it very difficult, or even
impossible to criticise Jewish politics, ideology and racism
because the Identity is set as a field with a tri-polar gravity
centre. The identity morphs endlessly. The contemporary 3rd
category (political) Jew is everywhere and nowhere
simultaneously, this is the quantum mechanics that is set to
supress any possible criticism.
Attorney Barclay Johnson: In the last 7 days this court
learned about some very problematic segments within the
Talmud and the Torah. Yet, you insist here that the religion is
innocent. Can you please enlighten us about the role of religion?
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: This is a crucial point. While I
argue that the Jewish religion is an innocent category, this is far
from saying that Judaism is clean of some very problematic
teachings and even racist and supremacist preaching.
Here is the problem. The historical facts are plain. In spite of
some very problematic Judaic teachings that are both Talmud
and Torah related, rabbinical Jews have never been involved in
any collective murderous attempt against anyone else. This fact
suggests that in spite of some horrid segments, it was actually
the Talmud that restrained the Jews for centuries. Such a view
vindicates the Talmud despite its uncomfortable teachings. But
things are about to get very uncomfortable now.
It is not a secret that in contemporary Israel, it is the orthodox
Jews and the followers of the Talmud who lead the most racist
and murderous abuse of the indigenous Palestinian population.
Thus, we have a clear question to answer. If it was the Talmud
that restrained the Jews for centuries, why doesn’t it restrain
orthodox Israeli Jews now? The orthodox rabbis argue that it is
the addition of political orientation that interfered with Judaic
peaceful teaching.
Another possible answer is that we were wrong all along. It
wasn’t the Talmud that restrained the Jews, actually it was the
‘anti-Semitic’ church that repressed Jews. The collapse of the
Church together with the rise of Israel and the influential Jewish
lobbies in the West have led to a severe sense of impunity that
is translated into a tsunami of violence and rise of Jewish
supremacy that is religiously driven.
Here are some marbles taken from the Rabbi Ovadia Yossef, an
Israeli Chief Sepharadi Rabbi.
http://www.timesofisrael.com/5-of-ovadia-yosefs-mostcontroversial-quotations/
On Goyim:
“Goyim were born only to serve us. Without that, they have no
place in the world – only to serve the People of Israel.” Weekly
Saturday night sermon in October 2010
On Muslims:
“They’re stupid. Their religion is as ugly as they are.”
— Weekly Saturday night sermon in December 2009.
I cannot judge whether this is indeed the case but I can clearly
say that the only way to deal with these issues is to discuss
them openly and to make sure that as much information as
possible is available to all of us. Ladies and Gentlemen, I do
believe that this is the principle that guides Arthur Topham, who
for over 30 years has made some of the most important texts
on the matter available to us all.
I wouldn’t know about‘Germany Must Perish’ unless Mr Topham
had made it into a satire. Would you? Even the Crown Expert,
Mr Rudner, admitted that he wasn’t aware of the text and
actually confirmed by this admission the importance of the
Radical Press. Two days ago Mr Rudner admitted that ‘Germany
Must Perish’ is a hateful text. Congratulation to Mr Rudner. It
took the Jewish world more than 7 decades to denounce one of
the most horrible Jewish texts ever. Is not Mr Rudner long
awaited denunciation the direct outcome of Mr Topham’s satire?
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Attorney Barclay Johnson: History. In your book, ‘The
Wandering Who,’ you delve into the notion of History and Jewish
history in particular. Can you please elaborate on the topic and
its relevance within the context of ‘Holocaust denial’ and socalled ‘hatred?’
Expert Witness Gilad Atzmon: History becomes a meaningful
adventure once we learn to narrate the past as we move along.
This means that as we are changing constantly, our
understanding of the past is also shifting. Accordingly, history,
at its best, is the ability to visit, re-visit and revise our past as
we progress in time. This understanding of history must be
applied to any chapter in our past including the Holocaust.
It is no secret that Jewish institutions oppose the Holocaust
being subjected to revision and the outcome of this opposition is
tragic, especially for the Jews. Instead of letting the Holocaust
become a dynamic universal ethical lesson it has been reduced
into the new canonical Jewish religion. It has its shrines
(museums) prophets, preachers and even a new God figure:
‘The Jew,’ the one who was forsaken by God, yet resurrected
himself from the slaughter, and against all odds, made Israel
into a nuclear super power that too often threatens world
peace.
Once again, our duty to the Jews, to humanity, to Canada as
well as to Israel is to fight this intellectual stagnation. To burst
the bubble with an injection of refreshing and controversial
thoughts. But isn’t that what Radical Press and Arthur Topham
have been doing for the last 35 years?
Ladies and Gentlemen, one of the most disturbing images of
National Socialist Germany’s persecution of the Jews are those
old archive films of book burning. It is rather disturbing that in
Canada in 2015 it is actually the Jewish lobby that leads the call
for book burning. One would expect Jews to draw the necessary
lesson from the Shoah. Freedom of speech and expression are
our most precious assets. It is what made Athens into the core
of universal thinking. It is down to us to keep this promise for
the sake of our future generations and humanism in general.
----[1] Professor Chomsky recently endorsed Jewish Voice for
Peace
(JVP): http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/mazal-tov-tochomsky-and-jews-voice-for-peace.html
http://www.gilad.co.uk/writings/2015/11/9/the-expert-witnesspart-1

********
Strike Three!

Crown’s third attempt at imposing
draconian bail conditions on
RadicalPress.com fails
By Arthur Topham, November 20, 2015 by admin

On Friday, November 20th, 2015 RadicalPress.com publisher
Arthur Topham returned for the third time to the B.C. Supreme
Court in Quesnel to attend another bail hearing in the wake of
the November 12th, 2015 guilty verdict in Count 1 of his two
count indictment.
Crown prosecutor Jennifer Johnson was seeking what turned out
to be a series of extremely harsh conditions that would have
seen Topham charged with an additional criminal offence for
allegedly publishing Crown disclosure documents as well as
severe restrictions that would have prevented him from
operating his website. In addition to those added Orwellian
features Crown was also seeking unconstitutional conditions that
would have prevented outside media from speculating on the
reasons for the jury’s decision to find Topham guilty of Count 1.
And finally, new conditions that were ostensibly meant to
protect jury members from being subject to criticism or
harassment.

Both Supreme Court Justice Bruce Butler and Defence Attorney
Barclay Johnson appeared via telephone from Vancouver and
Victoria while Topham attended in Quesnel along with Crown
prosecutor Jennifer Johnson.
Crown made its presentation to Justice Butler followed by
Defence counsel Johnson who countered all of Crown’s
arguments with reasoned facts. When the smoke finally cleared
it was apparent that Justice Butler wasn’t buying into Crown’s
arguments and declined to impose any new conditions besides
those already in effect with the exception of one small
concession related to the safety of the jurors.
Crown, in its submission, argued that a photo of the potential
jurors lined up in front of the courthouse on the snowy morning
of October 26th (the first day of the trial) had been published on
RadicalPress.com and it potentially posed a possible threat to
the safety of the jury members (the photo, upon inspection
didn’t show the faces of any of the people who were actually on
the jury). Justice Butler was willing to concede to Crown’s
request that it be removed and rather than have it written up in
the new conditions Crown stated that if Mr. Topham would give
the court his word that it would be remove then she would be
happy with that. I assured Justice Butler that I would remove
the photo as soon as I returned home and that was the end of
it.
My wife and I and body guard Frank Frost left the courthouse
feeling rather elated about the decision and knowing that
RadicalPress.com had been victorious once again in retaining its
right to carry on publishing until the Charter challenge to Sec.
319(2) was heard. The date for the Charterapplication has been
tentatively set for the week of January 25th, 2016.
Stay tuned folks!
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=8495

**********

"The Crime of Hate" Trial on Charges of Anti-Semitism:

The Trial of Arthur Topham in British
Columbia

By Eve Mykytyn
The Law
Section 319 of Canada’s criminal code is an extraordinary law by
most western standards. It reads, in relevant part: “(2) Every
one who, by communicating statements, other than in private
conversation, willfully promotes hatred against any identifiable
group is guilty of
(a) an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term
not exceeding two years; or
(b) an offence punishable on summary conviction.
The statute does not define hatred, but does provide four
statutory defenses.
(a) if he establishes that the statements communicated were
true;
(b) if, in good faith, the person expressed or attempted to
establish by an argument an opinion on a religious subject or an
opinion based on a belief in a religious text;
(c) if the statements were relevant to any subject of public
interest, the discussion of which was for the public benefit, and
if on reasonable grounds he believed them to be true; or
(d) if, in good faith, he intended to point out, for the purpose of
removal, matters producing or tending to produce feelings of
hatred toward an identifiable group in Canada.

It is important to understand that the prosecution (the Crown),
with all of its resources, need only prove ‘hate,’ and then the
only available defenses are affirmative, meaning that the burden
of proof switches to the defense.
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Five security guards, members of the RCMP, two in
bulletproof vests, all entrants pass through metal
detectors, undergo a wand search, check all electronics
including cell phones and have their bags meticulously
scrutinized. Why all the security? The crown was
presenting its criminal case against Arthur Topham, for
the crime of “hate”.
This week I attended some of the extraordinary trial of Arthur
Topham in the Supreme Court (the highest provincial trial court)
in Quesnel, British Columbia. As a lawyer, the differences in
procedure between American and Canadian courts were of
interest to me. Ahead of the trial, I read a little about the
Canadian legal system and found that on paper the differences
appeared minor. I don’t know if the huge differences in practice
that I observed in this trial has to do with the way trials are
usually conducted in Canada, the understandable loosening of
formality in a court in a small town and/or the nature of the
trial.
The Background
The history of Mr. Topham’s travails can be found here.
It is sufficient to understand that this trial follows eight years of
harassment. Mr. Topham has already had to close his successful
remodeling business. This is a criminal trial, and Mr. Topham
could go to prison for two years. Mr. Topham and his wife live
on a remote property on which they maintain a chicken coop,
grow vegetables and engage in other rural activities. But it is
clear that Mrs. Topham could not live there alone. These are not
wealthy people. Mrs. Topham told me that she is not a political
person, but she loves and supports her husband and believes in
free speech. The defendant and his wife have exhibited bravery,
courtesy and calm to a degree that is awe inspiring.
The police arrested Mr. Topham for ‘hate’ after they received
complaints from various Jewish people who found his writing
hateful. Although the police clearly knew where he lived, they
arrested Topham as he and his wife were driving, leaving his
wife stranded and Mr. Topham in jail. While jailed, Mr. Topham’s
house was searched and his computers, shotguns and other
items were taken. (Shotguns are essential in an area where
grizzlies often decide to take up residence on the porch.)
The Trial
I understand that before I arrived, the Crown presented the
arresting and investigating officers. Clearly the officers are not
qualified to establish ‘hate,’ so how does the Crown do this?
There is no victim to present, no one whose injuries the jury
must assess, instead it is to the jury to decide if ‘hate’ is
present, no injury need be shown.
The Crown chose to use an expert witness to show hate, and
qualified Len Rudner as an expert in Judaism and anti-Semitism.
Mr. Rudner’s biography indicates that he is a ‘professional’
employed for the last 15 years by the Canadian Jewish Congress
and its successor organization, the Centre for Israel and Jewish
Affairs (CIJA). Prior to this trial, Rudner has attempted to force
Mr. Topham’s internet service provider to shut down his web
site, and has lodged civil complaints against Mr. Topham.
The crown used its questioning of Rudner to introduce what it
considered to be the most damaging articles on Topham’s
site, Radical Free Press (RFP). These included a list of books and
articles, all of which are easily accessible on the internet and/or
for sale at Amazon.ca.
Most of these publications accuse Jews of some pretty nasty
politics. What at first appeared to be the Crown’s most damning
evidence was a picture of a stereotyped Jew holding puppets
that were Canadian politicians. On cross examination, it was
hard for Mr. Rudner to counter what a careful viewing showed to
be a clear political statement. I think the shocking picture of the
Jew served to make the statement more powerful. But is it the
job of the court to evaluate the strength of a political cartoon?
Without going to the truth of the matters presented, I am
troubled that Mr. Topham is on trial for reprinting sources that
are widely available in Canada. Again, on cross examination, Mr.
Rudner had to admit that this was so. A quick google search for
“the protocols of the Elders of Zion,” reveals hundreds of
sources that display the protocols in full.
The procedure, at least in this court, was that all objections had
to be heard outside the presence of the jury. This meant that

each objection forced the jury to leave the room (not the judge
and the lawyers) thus making an objection, even for the record,
was a cumbersome and time consuming process.
In one of these interminable objection interludes, the Crown
stated that ‘free speech is not on trial here.” Shockingly, Judge
Butler echoed her sentiments. Legal fictions (such as that all
lawyers are capable of providing an adequate defense) are
generally employed to allow the system to work. In this case,
the legal fiction went to the charge itself. Mr. Topham is on trial
for writing and for publishing articles that presumably reflect his
beliefs. What else is free speech if not that?
Mr. Rudner indicated under direct examination that he was the
author of the written expert opinion he provided to the court.
This was troubling, because the Crown had originally employed
Bernie Farber as its expert, and Mr. Farber had provided an
opinion that was word for word the same as Mr. Rudner’s. If Mr.
Rudner did not commit perjury, he was at least deceptive in his
presentation of his expert opinion.
The Defense
Barkley Johnson, defense attorney extraordinaire, gave an
opening argument that was an impassioned call for freedom of
thought and speech. Later the Crown objected, but the damage
so-called had been done. Mr. Johnson endured a tongue lashing
and a civil procedure lesson from the judge. The jury was
instructed to ignore some of Mr. Johnson’s speech. I assume
that this helped plant the speech more firmly in their minds.
Mr. Topham countered the charge of hate and argued as a
defense that the writing was political with an expert of his own.
Gilad Atzmon, the iconoclastic jazz musician, writer and
philosopher volunteered his time to help. It seems wrong to
enjoy a presentation when a man’s freedom is at stake, but it
was delightful to watch Mr. Atzmon ignore or flaunt every rule of
procedure and get away with it.
Atzmon was qualified as an expert on Jewish Identity Politics a
topic that clearly few in the court had heard of. In his most
amusing argument on the subject, Atzmon explained that there
was a section on identity politics in every bookshop, and that
topics included the LBGT community. Faced with political
correctness, the court backed off and agreed to allow Atzmon in
as an expert.
Atzmon began by explaining his system of characterization. He
divides ‘the Jews’ into three non-exclusive categories. The first,
Judaism, is made up of religious Jews. The second, Jews, are
people who are Jewish by an accident of birth. The third, and
most important category for this purpose is ‘Jewishness,’ those
who identify politically as Jews. Mr. Atzmon described the first
two categories as innocent.
Objections were raised, innocent is, after all, a legal conclusion
and if the first two are innocent, the third is, by implication,
guilty. Judge Butler agreed with the Crown’s objection and then
allowed Atzmon to proceed in describing the first two categories
as innocent. From then on, the defense attorney, the
prosecution and the judge adopted these categories for clarity of
discussion.
Atzmon argued that contemporary opposition to Jewry is driven
by political and ideological arguments; that no one criticizes
Jews as a race or a biology. There is little criticism of Judaism,
the religion, as a whole, but there has been some criticism
leveled at a few aspects of the religion such as blood rituals and
goy hatred. The thrust of his argument was that Jewish politics
and ideology must be subject to criticism like all other politics
and ideologies.
Like a rabbi on acid, Atzmon explained his philosophy, allowed
few questions, and browbeat the attorneys. He dealt with his
own philosophical approach to Jewishness and the dangers of
believing oneself ‘chosen’ and then he got in a few swipes at
categories one and two as well. The jury was mesmerized.
Later, Atzmon told friends that he had directed his remarks to
the juror sleeping in the first row. If he could be made to listen,
presumably the others could as well.
Atzmon made the point that many of the most apparently antiSemitic writings were made by the early Zionists. According to
Atzmon, Herzl and others saw a problem with European Jewry
and thought that the existence of a homeland could cure
problems such as usury, discrimination against non-Jews,
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exclusiveness, etc. The take away is that if Jews are entitled to
criticize Jews, why can’t other people? This is especially true
because the Jews have a disproportionate amount of power in
government, finance and the media. They clearly have the
means to counter criticism if they choose to do so.
Part 2 will cover the closing arguments and the verdict.
Eve Mykytyn graduated from Boston University School of
Law and was admitted to the bar of the state of New
York.
Read other articles by Eve.
http://dissidentvoice.org/2015/11/the-extraordinarytrial-of-arthur-topham/
********
Part 2
On November 12th the jury found Mr Topham guilty of ‘inciting
hate.’ This leads to a few questions.
First, the jury found Mr Topham guilty on Count 1 but not guilty
on Count 2. Ordinarily, this is a result we are comfortable with
since the state (the Crown) may have proved ‘beyond a
reasonable doubt’ that a defendant committed an assault but
not have shown sufficient evidence of battery. Mr. Topham’s
case is different. He was charged with two virtually identical
counts, both relating to his website but covering different
periods of time, that is, count 1 was for the period from April
28, 2011 to May 4, 2012, and count 2 was for January 29, 2013
to December 11, 2013.
If Mr Topham intended to incite hate, would he really have
changed his mind in the brief period between counts 1 and 2?
We will never know what the jury relied upon; in yet another
abrogation of free speech, the jury was threatened that if they
spoke to anyone about their deliberations, they would be
committing a criminal offense. How is the public supposed to
understand the mysterious machinations of the term ‘hate’
without knowing what caused a jury to convict a fellow citizen of
such a crime?
Hate is a crime the essential elements of which have been left
undefined. As a writer, one must not only discern from the
miasma what constitutes ‘hate’ but also guess what elements a
jury will find persuasive. If one of the main goals of the criminal
law is to prevent certain behavior then clarity of what such
behavior is, is essential. What can Canadians say? May they say
they disagree strongly with a particular group? What evidence
can one print in support of their disagreement? Surely, it is not
the defendant’s responsibility that a particular political group is
also associated with an ethnic identity and a religion. The
Crown, by controlling website content through its ‘hate’ law, is
controlling not only what Canadians may say but also what
Canadians may read. Mr. Topham’s is not the only blog to
criticize Israel and Zionism. Should Canadians then read political
criticism only from other countries? Very troubling.
Second, the crown had almost 2 years to prepare its case. Its
evidence was contained in 4 binders. Many of the pages were
illegible and the Crown itself seemed to have extraordinary
difficulties in citing to its own arguments. The defense quite
properly objected. The Crown wanted to provide clear copies of
the illegible pages in yet another binder cross referenced to the
originals. The trial could have been an exercise in maze solving.
Judge Butler ruled that the Crown had to provide legible copies.
This seemed to present a large obstacle and endless court time
was wasted in discussions of printing costs, etc. As a foreign
observer it seemed ironic that the crown spent $190 an hour on
its expert witness, who as an earlier independent complainant
against Mr Topham might have been willing to accept less, and I
don’t know how much money on ‘security’ but had so much
trouble producing legible copies.
I belabor this point because it is very odd for the prosecution to
allow its evidence to be blurry. I would expect in proving an
elusive crime like ‘hate’ they would want their evidence to be as
clear and convincing as possible. Was the intent to confuse the
jury? Was the Crown merely incompetent? This is not
impossible. The judge spent much time instructing the crown’s
representative, Ms Johnston, on procedural issues. This gave me
the impression (and perhaps the jurors as well?) that the judge
was helping and thus favoring the prosecution. Surely this was
unintentional on Judge Butler’s part.

Third, and this relates to point two, the jury was given 62 pages
of ‘charges’ (or what Americans call jury instructions). Even if all
twelve jurors, ordinary men and women, are speed readers,
how are they to read and evaluate 62 pages of instructions and
then apply them to four binders? The plethora of material leads
me to suspect that the jury was not intended to read the
material at all. This would tend the jury toward a guilty verdict.
There is not a sinister act by the jury. They were asked to sit
through weeks of testimony about Jewish politics, history,
religion, and identity. Jury selection would have excluded
anyone who was actually interested in such topics. They were
handed stacks of paper. Faced with these circumstances, they
presumably decided that the Crown and the judge worked for
their province and had British Columbia’s best interests at heart.
It is actually a testimony to the weakness of the Crown’s case
that Mr Topham was found not guilty at all.
The battle is not over. Following the verdict, both sides indicated
that they intended to appeal. (Here Canada differs from the
United States where prosecutors can appeal only under very
limited circumstances). The Crown asked that Mr Topham’s bail
restrictions be changed and that his website be taken down.
Judge Butler did not decide these issues because first, as the
defense pointed out, these requests were improperly made. Mr
Topham intends to present a Charter (constitutional) argument
that the judge had stayed at the beginning of the trial so that
the ‘facts’ of the case could be more fully developed at trial.
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=8440
********

Zionist Theatre

From Zündel to Topham
By Eric Walberg / November 21, 2015
The trials of Arthur Topham, Canadian journalist and publisher
of Radical Press, for “hate crime” (2007) and “hate propaganda”
(2012) under new Criminal Code “Hate Propaganda” legislation,
have resulted in exactly the opposite of what the prosecution,
B’Nai Brith, wanted. Instead of quietly muzzling the gadfly critic,
the result has been the highlighting of past Jewish hate crimes,
and the increasing control by Zionist groups of Canadian politics
to promote Israel and censor anti-Zionist criticism.
Topham’s trial is a storybook battle of the brave little guy
against Goliath. The 68-year-old Topham lives on an isolated
farm in BC, and has worked as a carpenter, miner, farmer, and
journalist-publisher. The crown’s chief witness against him was
Len Rudner from the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA).
Prior to this trial, Rudner had attempted to force Topham’s
internet provider to shut down his web site, and no doubt took
satisfaction when a hacker mysteriously wiped out its contents
in 2006.

As evidence of hate, Rudner presented Topham’s political poster
[at right] which truthfully (if provocatively) shows the theatrical
state of Canadian-Israeli relations today (thanks Len, for
bringing this sizzling graphic to the attention of millions of
Canadians).
Germany Must Perish!
Then the trial turned to Israel Must Perish!, Topham’s parody
based on a now forgotten book Germany Must Perish! (1942) by
Theodore Kaufman.
One of the most bizarre literary careers in America is that of the
now obscure Theodore Kaufman, a pacifist member of the
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American Federation of Peace, born in 1910, whose first
publication wasLife Liberty Pursuit of Happiness – Where? In The
Graves of European Battle Fields? (1938). He, like most
Americans at the time who bothered thinking about it, realized
the insanity of WWI, and even in 1938 was, again, like most
Americans, staunchly against US participation in the coming
war. He differed from most American Jews, who by then were
pressing the US to join in the battle against Hitler, who was
openly persecuting Jews in Germany and had vowed to clear
Europe of them.
As the US war began and the evidence against Nazi crimes
mounted, Kaufman drew inspiration, and wrote his startling
book Germany Must Perish!, advocating the sterilization
of all German males. A few Hausfraus could be left to breed, but
preferably with non-Germans, so a defanged German identity
could be left extant.
Whew! What a hot potato that seems these days. But hardly
warranting a prison sentence for the author. And in any case
eugenics and sterilization were not taboo in the 1930s. The
British Eugenics Education Society (1907) and the American
Eugenics Society (1921) promoted eugenics. Patients with
mental illness were sterilized not only in Nazi Germany but in
Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Japan, and Sweden. At its peak of
popularity, supporters of eugenics included Winston Churchill,
HG Wells, Theodore Roosevelt, Herbert Hoover and George
Bernard Shaw. Granted, sterilizing all Germans sounds a bit
over-the-top.
Just before his epiphany and the publication of Germany Must
Perish!, pacifist Kaufman went so far as to advocate sterilizing
all American troops: “A possible plea to Congress. … Have Us
All Sterilized! … If You Plan On Sending Us To A Foreign War …
Spare Us Any Possibility Of Ever Bringing Children Into This
World — Into This Country Of Ours!” Kaufman’s book was
ignored in the US. 1941 was not a good year for civil rights
advocates, especially of German rights. Americans of German
descent were being herded into prison camps along with
Japanese Americans and communists.
Kaufman’s greatest fan
Nazi Propaganda Minister Joseph Goebbels read the book and
immediately grasped its value, writing in his diary: “This Jew did
a real service for the enemy [German] side. Had he written this
book for us, he could not have made it any better.” Under
Goebbels’ direction, Germany Must Perish! became a staple of
German radio and press, convincing wavering Germans that
killing Jews was necessary and justified, till the last Jewish
death was registered as the Reich collapsed.

Kaufman’s post-war Europe
What a horrifying legacy for the gentle, militantly pacifist
Kaufman, who apparently soon rued his rhetoric. His final
publication at his Argyle Press was the March 1942 brochure
titled “No More German Wars! Being an outline for their
permanent cessation,” advocating democratic re-education of
the German population. But it was read by no one. He tried to
atone, dropping his pacifism, and enlisting in the US Army,
along with his three brothers. After World War II, Kaufman
disappeared entirely from public life and died in 1986, not in
Israel but in his ‘homeland’ in New Jersey, in obscurity. Not
feted by Israel as a Zionist icon—with good reason, as he
greatly facilitated the murderous deeds of the Nazis through his
success in promoting hatred of his own people through his
scandalous screed.
Kaufman’s surprising legacies
In a bizarre twist, Israeli Zionist hate literature continues the
short-lived propaganda life of Kaufman, promoting daily murder

and occasional campaigns of mass ethnic cleansing and
wholesale slaughter of Palestinians. In yet another bizarre
twist—more hopeful—the Zionist version of Kaufman’s screed—
Palestine Must Perish!—has inspired millions of people—including
Jews—to fight Zionism, much like Kaufman’s book inspired
Germans to fight and to victimize Jews as agents for destroying
Germans.
In his defense, Kaufman’s plans were not so different from
FDR’s (Jewish) Secretary of the Treasury Henry Morgenthau,
who advocated dismantling postwar Germany’s industrial base,
turning it into a harmless (destitute) rural nation. Lucky for the
Germans, the US occupational forces did not follow directions for
large-scale destruction of mines and industrial plant, giving
wide-ranging discretion to the military governor and
Morgenthau’s opponents at the War Department.
Zundel’s 30th anniversary
This trial recalls the legendary trials of Ernst Zündel, a German
Canadian jailed in 1988 for publishing literature “likely to incite
hatred against an identifiable group” as a threat to national
security, and in Germany in 2007 for charges of “inciting racial
hatred”. He lived in Canada from 1958 to 2000 but was denied
citizenship.
In 1977, Zündel founded Samisdat Publishers, which issued
his The Hitler We Loved and Why and Richard Verrall’s Did Six
Million Really Die? The Truth At Last. In 1984, the Ontario
government initiated criminal proceedings against Zündel based
on Holocaust survivor Sabina Citron’s complaint, charging him
with spreading false news by publishing Did Six Million Really
Die? The Truth At Last.
He underwent his first criminal trial in 1985, where he was
found guilty, though this conviction was overturned on a legal
technicality, and he was tried again in 1988, when he was again
convicted and sentenced to 15 months imprisonment. In 1992
this conviction was overturned by the Supreme Court of Canada
who ruled that the law under which he had been charged—
reporting false news—was unconstitutional.
Wow! In 1992, Canada’s Supreme Court ruled that you can
question the veracity of the official Holocaust narrative.
But Zundel’s trials were far from over. His house was destroyed
in an arson attack in 1995. The leader of the Toronto wing of
the Jewish Defense League, Meir Weinstein, denied involvement
in the attack; however, five days later, Weinstein and American
JDL leader Irv Rubin were arrested trying to break into the
property. No charges were ever filed. Weeks after the fire,
Zündel was targeted with a parcel bomb that was detonated by
the Toronto Police bomb squad. A suspect was arrested but
again, no charges were laid. Finally, he was deported to
Germany and in 2007, convicted and sentenced to the
maximum term of five years in prison (released in 2010).
The more oppressive political climate today vs the 1980s is
shown by Topham’s fate. Despite strong support from Jews and
Gentiles alike, and though Topham’s credentials as civil
libertarian and anti-Nazi are impeccable (none of Zündel’s
baggage), he was nonetheless found guilty on one of two
“promoting hate” counts (they were indistinguishable, covering
two periods of Topham’s website publications). British-Israeli
anti-Zionist activist Gilad Atzmon flew to BC to testify that
contemporary opposition to Jewry is driven by political and
ideological arguments, that no one criticizes Jews as a race or a
biology, that Israel Must Perish! was a harmless parody, but to
no avail.
Topham is now out on bail, pending an appeal (the prosecution
also wants to appeal). Meanwhile, Zionists are free to promote
hatred of Topham, such as Ezra Levant (“I Hate Arthur Topham”
on the Sun News Talk Show “The Source”). When Topham heard
this, he debated whether to sue Levant, and instead, just
laughed. The circus continues.
Eric Walberg is a journalist who worked in Uzbekistan
and is now writing for Al-Ahram Weekly in Cairo.
He is the author of
From Postmodernism to
Postsecularism and Postmodern Imperialism. Read other
articles by Eric, or visit Eric's website.
http://dissidentvoice.org/2015/11/zionist-theatre/
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Blaming Muslims for the Holocaust

Historical revisionism is often condemned as an attempt to deny more than six
million Jews perished in the Holocaust

By Dr Munawar A Anees, - The Express Tribune, November 10th, 2015.
Reichstag in 1939, where he threatened to “exterminate the
Jewish people”.
There is consensus that the decision to implement the Final
Solution was made by Hitler prior to his meeting with alHusseini. The Mufti, therefore, was not in a position to influence
Nazi policies against European Jews. Portraying him otherwise is
to falsely turn him into something larger than life. Under the
prevailing circumstances and the British occupation of Palestine,
al-Husseini as an Arab nationalist leader sought help from
Germany against the Allied forces. Though Barry Rubin and
Wolfgang Schwanitz, in their recent work Nazis, Islamists, and
the Making of the Modern Middle East highlight al-Husseini’s
support for Hitler, they make no mention of the so-called HitlerHusseini dialogue as alleged by Netanyahu. Yet their book is
The writer is a founding member and a former trustee of
being ‘credited’ as the inspiration for Netanyahu’s statement
the International Society for Science and Religion,
regarding al-Husseini’s supposed instigation for the Jewish mass
Cambridge University, and founding editor of Periodica
extermination. What an amazing incident of intellectual
Islamica and International Journal of Islamic and Arabic
deception that an earlier documented history, The Israel-Arab
Studies
Reader, co-edited by one of the above authors (Rubin), did
Addressing the 37th World Zionist Congress in Jerusalem, the
contain the transcript of the Hitler-Husseini dialogue that served
Israeli Prime Minister, Binyamin Netanyahu, narrated an alleged
as a source for its reproduction by the Jewish Virtual Library.
conversation between Hitler and the Grand Mufti of Palestine,
Nonetheless, these authors make a veiled attempt to put the
Hajj Muhammad Amin al-Husseini, at their meeting in Berlin in
onus of the Holocaust upon Muslims and Arabs by saying that
November 1941: “Hitler didn’t want to exterminate the Jews at
“Hitler reached the conclusion to exterminate the Jews because
the time, he wanted to expel the Jews. And Haj Amin al-Husseini
of his desire to nurture Husseini, who opposed the transfer of
went to Hitler and said, ‘If you expel them, they’ll all come
Jews to pre-state Israel”. This statement, without any moral or
here.’ ‘So what should I do with them?’ Hitler asked. He said,
ethical justification, is meant to foment hatred against Muslims
‘Burn them.’” Netanyahu ended his speech by saying, “The facts
and Arabs by making the Holocaust survivors and others believe
win over the fiction if they’re repeated clearly, responsibly,
that millions perished just because Hitler wanted to appease
firmly. This is what I ask all of you to do for the sake of the
Muslims and Arabs. This is a petty attempt to conceal the facts
Jewish state and for the sake of the Jewish people.”
of centuries of ruthless persecution of Jews and anti-Semitism
It would appear that the Palestinian now is the latest fiction
throughout Christendom — that culminated in the Holocaust.
being cast as the new ‘fact’ that perpetrated the Jewish
Calling Netanyahu a historical revisionist, Gilad Atzmon, an
Holocaust. Nothing can be farther from the truth. The
Israel-born British political activist and writer, has said that
Documents on German Foreign Policy 1918-1945, (Series D,
“Berlin has recently become the new Jerusalem for the Israelis.
Vol. XIII, London, 1964, pp.881 ff), include an official transcript
Thousand (sic) of young Israelis have moved to Berlin in recent
of the Hitler-Husseini meeting of November 28, 1941. According
years in a migration wave that in Hebrew is called, ‘Olim leto the transcript, it was not Mufti al-Husseini but Hitler himself
Berlin’ (Ascending to Berlin)… PM Netanyahu joined the call of
who resolved that he “would carry on the battle to the total
the Israeli youth, and he has finally vindicated Hitler and the
destruction of the Judeo-Communist empire in Europe”.
Germans.”
The Palestine Liberation Organisation (PLO) has forcefully
Historical revisionism is often condemned as an attempt to deny
refuted Netanyahu’s claim. Its secretary general, Saeb Erekat,
the claim that more than six million Jews perished in the
has said that “on behalf of the thousands of Palestinians that
Holocaust as a result of crimes committed by the Nazi regime.
fought alongside the Allied troops in defence of international
Spreading hate against Jews; expressing any doubts about the
justice, the state of Palestine denounces these morally
occurrence of such atrocities; denying the Holocaust; and
indefensible and inflammatory statements … It is a sad day in
exonerating the Nazi party or Hitler of their wickedness is
history when the leader of the Israeli government hates his
regarded as part of anti-Semitism. An increasing number of
neighbour so much that he is willing to absolve the most
European and Latin American countries have legislations
notorious war criminal.” German Chancellor Angela Merkel has
proscribing anti-Semitism and Holocaust denial. Any violation of
also rejected Netanyahu’s suggestion and admitted German
these laws may result in imprisonments and fines. Robert Kahn
culpability for the Jewish Holocaust by saying that “we abide by
recounts the principal Holocaust-denial trials and scandals of the
our responsibility for the Shoah (Holocaust)”. She saw no reason
1970s through the 1990s. It remains to be seen how
to revise history in the light of the new insinuation against
Netanyahu’s statement that “Hitler didn’t want to exterminate
Palestinians. Repudiating Netanyahu’s apology for Hitler, several
the Jews” would stand the rigour of legislative scrutiny.
Israeli scholars themselves took the initiative to isolate ‘fact’
Netanyahu expressed somewhat similar thoughts in his address
from fiction. Professor Dan Michman, the head of the Institute of
to the Knesset in 2012. As JJ Goldberg, editor-in-chief of The
Holocaust Research at Yad Vashem (The Holocaust Memorial),
Forward, aptly sums it up, if Netanyahu’s goal is, “as he says it
said that Hitler met with Mufti al-Husseini but only after the
is, to discourage slander, demonisation and incitement,
Final Solution had begun. Similar views have been expressed by
practicing those very things is a bad first step”.
another Israeli professor, Dina Porat, a specialist in Holocaust
Studies: “Hitler did not need anyone to encourage the Final
Like Opinion & Editorial on Facebook, follow @ETOpEd on
Solution. In terms of the facts, there’s no debate … all these
Twitter to receive all updates on all our daily pieces.
actions, Hitler’s obsessions, have no link to the mufti.”
http://tribune.com.pk/story/988201/blaming-muslimsAccording to Porat, Hitler’s plan to exterminate the Jews prefor-the-holocaust/
dates his meeting with al-Husseini. Moreover, there are
references in Hitler’s Mein Kampf and his remarks in the
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The 'institute' with no members embarrasses Senate committee

Heath Aston, Political reporter, November 8, 2015 10:16PM
EXCLUSIVE
Malcolm Turnbull: Tax reform must be fair
Fairness is critical to the success of any tax reform, says
Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull during his first keynote
economic address in Melbourne. Courtesy ABC News 24.
In the cash-soaked world of American politics it's known as
"astroturfing" – or the use of artificial grassroots to create an
impression of widespread support for a particular political
agenda.
Astroturfing can take many shapes but at its most basic the
process enables already powerful interests to "counter-mobilise
against regulation", according to the book Grassroots for
Hire: Public Affairs Consultants in American Democracy.
*
I wasn't aware of the history of the so-called Family
Office Institute and I should have been.
Senator Nick Xenophon
*
An example is the 1993 creation of the "National Smokers'
Alliance", a supposed grassroots push for smokers' rights in the
United States that was actually funded by tobacco giant Philip
Morris and co-ordinated by a multinational public relations firm.

'This seems to be what the Americans call astroturfing':
Senator Nick Xenophon. Photo: Kate Geraghty
But it appears the practice is not confined to the US.
Fairfax Media has uncovered what two senators concede is an
apparent "embarrassing" case of astroturfing in the low-profile –
and ultimately successful – campaign to shoot down a plan to
make large Australian companies disclose how much tax they
pay.
The Family Office Institute Australia, whose submission informed
large parts of a Senate report recommending the government
shield privately
owned
companies
from
increased
transparency, actually has no members, it can be revealed.

Then-assistant treasurer Josh Frydenberg spoke of 'real
concern' that wealthy business owners would be targeted
for kidnap if the public became aware of how wealthy
they were.
The institute was established in August by two lawyers and a
Canberra lobbyist who represent Australia's ultra-rich in disputes
with the Australian Tax Office.

Their purpose was to support the Coalition's "Better Targeting
the Income Tax Transparency Laws" bill, which was introduced
to Parliament in August.
The term "better targeting" could easily have been replaced with
"exempting" as the bill's only effect would be to pardon up to
1000 of Australia's biggest privately owned companies, including
those owned by James Packer, Gina Rinehart, Lindsay Fox and
7-Eleven owner Russ Withers.

'It angers me that the committee did not pick this up. We
all have egg on our faces': Senator Peter WhishWilson. Photo: Alex Ellinghausen
In 2013, the ATO said disclosure by companies with revenue of
more than $100 million would "discourage large corporate
tax entities from engaging in aggressive tax avoidance
practices".
The first sign the Coalition would dispense with the disclosure
requirement came when then-assistant treasurer Josh
Frydenberg told the joint partyroom of a "real concern" that
wealthy business owners would be targeted for kidnap if the
public became aware how wealthy they were.
University of NSW accounting lecturer Jeffrey Knapp said the
alleged kidnap danger was the "stupidest excuse for nondisclosure I've ever heard".

Billionaire Frank Lowy. Photo: Rob Homer
In June, Fairfax Media revealed the government had sought no
security advice to verify a kidnap risk existed before pushing
forward with exempting private companies. The Australian
Federal Police, the Attorney-General's Department and the ATO
held no records of advice being sought, a freedom of
information request revealed.
The transparency bill was introduced on August 20 and a Senate
committee was asked to scrutinise the legislation.
The inquiry was unusual for the lack of submissions – just nine
(seven in favour, two against) – for a bill that had supposedly
caused such widespread angst in the business community.
Senator Cory Bernard's "halal inquiry" received more than 1300
submissions, the "nanny state" inquiry 418 and the corporate
tax avoidance inquiry 120.

The Coalition's "Better Targeting the Income Tax
Transparency Laws" bill's only effect would be to pardon
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up to 1000 of Australia's biggest privately owned
companies, including those owned by James Packer, Gina
Rinehart, Lindsay Fox and 7-Eleven owner Russ
Withers. Photo: Ron D'Raine
In giving the bill the green light to proceed, the Economics
Legislation Committee quoted most extensively from the
submissions of the Law Council of Australia and the Family
Office Institute of Australia, which argued the law was
"discriminatory", would make Australia an "outlier" on global tax
laws and would leave companies at a competitive disadvantage.
But what is the Family Office Institute and why should its views
help justify dismantling disclosure laws?
Registration documents held by the Australian Securities
Investment Commission show the institute was established on
August 6 this year – six days after the bill was introduced to
Parliament and a fortnight before it was referred to the Senate
committee.

Big business: James Packer. Photo: Nic Walker
Two of its three directors – Malcolm Stewart and Daniel Appleby
– work for the low-profile law firm Speed & Stracey, a specialist
tax advisory.
The firm, located on Macquarie Street in Sydney, boasts on its
website of representing "a substantial number of BRW 'Top 10'
and 'Top 200' individuals and their family and related
... businesses". But by far its biggest client is billionaire Frank
Lowy and his family.
One of the firm's founders, Robin Speed, is the longtime
secretary of the Lowy Institute for international policy.
He also established the Rule of Law Institute, which patrols the
corridors of power for legislation that may threaten the interests
of business. Its board members include Malcolm Stewart and
David Lowy.
Mr Appleby has represented Mr Lowy in tax disputes with the
ATO, according to reports in the Australian Financial Review and
the Sydney Morning Herald.
Mr Appleby confirmed the Family Office Institute had no
members but insisted that the support was there for the
institute to be established. Its submission did state that the
institute had been "recently created" and the bill before
Parliament was "one of the drivers" for its creation.
"[The institute] represents the views of many family offices we
have spoken to directly but we're not established in the same
way something like the Property Council is," Mr Appleby said.
"There are no members at this stage, we're going through the
process."
The institute's submission said: "interest in the institute by
family offices has been significant and every family office we

have spoken to has expressed concern about the current tax
disclosure regime."
Mr Appleby denied the institute was a case of astroturfing or
that it was a front for a handful of very high-wealth individuals.
But he did say some business people would have baulked at
making a submission as it would have effectively "outed" them
as being in the crosshairs of the transparency law.
"I am familiar with astroturfing but we needed to get it started.
It is not run out of here on behalf of selected clients," he said.
"The Lowy family are clients of this firm and they would
certainly be aware [of the Family Office Institute] but it's not
their mouthpiece and it was not created for them."
Two members of the Senate committee, independent senator
Nick Xenophon and Greens senator Peter Whish-Wilson, both
said they were "embarrassed" to learn evidence had been
accepted from an institute with no members.
"I wasn't aware of the history of the so-called Family Office
Institute and I should have been," Senator Xenophon said.
"Normally at Senate inquiries, we hear from genuine grassroots
organisations as matter of course. This seems to be what the
Americans call astroturfing. In fact, it looks like astroturf that
has been through a drought."
Senator Whish-Wilson said: "It is very concerning to me if good
public policy gets hijacked by special interests and it angers me
that the committee did not pick this up. We have all got egg on
our faces."
He said the Tax Justice Network, which is a genuine coalition of
non-vested interests in tax transparency, had fought for 10
years for the disclosure law but "senators on the crossbench
were prepared to listen to the arguments of a few narrow
interests".
In a further intriguing connection, Mr Appleby fronted the
committee at a public hearing into the bill on September 22,
where he represented the Law Council in arguing that family
companies should be exempted. He is a member of the Law
Council's tax committee.
The third director of the Family Office Institute is Richard
Gilbert, a Canberra lobbyist whose clients include Speed &
Stracey, Perpetual and the National Australia Bank.
A former head of the Investment and Financial Services
Association, he also spent three years as chief executive of the
Rule of Law Institute.
Mr Gilbert said the institute may end up having "supporters"
rather than members but he stands by the submission.
Mr Stewart said he had not taken an active role in the Institute's
submission but said there was significant support from family
offices to remain private and the issue had galvanised them.
He also said print journalists were "hopelessly conflicted" on the
issue because they wanted "easy access" to information for
stories.
Liberal senator Sean Edwards, who chaired the committee and
signed off on the report, declined to comment.
http://www.smh.com.au/federal-politics/political-news/theinstitute-with-no-members-embarrasses-senate-committee20151029-gkm71n.html
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GOOD BYE MOM
Brothers (and sisters) in truth! Thank you for your
patience and well wishes during this production delay.
The bitter moment has come and it is a very tough knock
indeed.
Given that my hatred for evil and deceit comes from
mom, I'm sure she would want TomatoBubble.com &
The Anti-New York Times up and 'truthering' as soon
as possible. Picture an Italian-American version of 'The
Church Lady' -- but with much more warmth, charm and
humor. That was mom!
The regular publication pace will resume within a few
days. For those of you who have passed through this
crucible, there is nothing to add. You understand.
To the degenerate Marxist cyber-stalker who wished her
a long and painful death -- sorry to disappoint you. She
passed in peace. But thanks all the same for reminding
me why I run this blog and for strengthening my resolve.
And finally, for those fortunate enough to still enjoy the
presence of a mother, I urge you to heed Hitler's
sentiments on the subject of elderly mothers. As usual,
he was sooooo right!

DANK ES!
Wenn deine Mutter alt geworden
und älter du geworden bist,
wenn ihr, was früher leicht und müh’los,
nunmehr zur Last geworden ist,
wenn ihre lieben treuen Augen
nicht mehr wie einst ins Leben seh’n,
wenn ihre müdgeword’nen Füße
sie nicht mehr tragen woll’n beim Geh’n,
dann reiche ihr den Arm zur Stütze,
geleite sie mit froher Lust –
die Stunde kommt, da du sie weinend
zum letzten Gang begleiten mußt!
Und fragt sie dich, so gib ihr Antwort,
und fragt sie wieder, sprich auch du,
und fragt sie nochmals, steh’ ihr Rede,
nicht ungestüm, in sanfter Ruh’!
Und kann sie dich nicht recht versteh’n,
erklär’ ihr alles froh bewegt;
die Stunde kommt, die bitt’re Stunde,
da dich ihr Mund nach nichts mehr frägt.
-Adolf Hitler, 1923
****************************
THANKS
When your mother has grown old
and with her so have you,
When that which once came easy
has at last become a burden,
When her loving, true eyes
no longer see life as once they did
When her weary feet
no longer want to wear her as she stands,
then reach an arm to her shoulder,
escort her gently, with happiness and passion
The hour will come, when you, crying,
must take her on her final walk.
And if she asks you, then give her an answer
And if she asks you again, listen!
And if she asks you again, take in her words
not impetuously, but gently and in peace!
And if she cannot quite understand you,
explain all to her gladly
For the hour will come, the bitter hour
when her mouth will ask for nothing more.
Adolf Hitler, Dank' es!-Thanks! 1923; first
published in Sonntag-Morgenpost, 14 May 1933.

__________________________________________________________________________

White Nationalist Artist Charles Krafft
Designs Award for Right-Wing Publisher
by Jillian Steinhauer on November 16, 2015
Artist Charles Krafft is back — and this time, rather than
attempting to hide his white nationalist beliefs, he appears to be
embracing them. As some people on Twitter have noticed, an
organization called Counter-Currents Publishing has launched an
“H. P. Lovecraft Prize for Literature.” The accolade is, in part, a
rebuttal to the World Fantasy Awards’ recent decision to stop
using a sculpted likeness of the author for their trophy —
because although he’s now a canonized writer of horror fiction,
Lovecraft was also an explicit racist. The Counter-Currents prize

in his honor will be “awarded to literary artists of the highest
caliber who transgress the boundaries of political correctness.”
And it will consist of — what else? — a bust of Lovecraft,
sculpted by none other than Charles Krafft.
None of this is exactly surprising. It was a shock in early 2013,
when Jen Graves wrote achilling piece in The Stranger that
exposed
Krafft,
the
popular
sculptor
of
traditionally
inflected porcelain guns, swastikas, and “Disasterware,” as a
white nationalist and Holocaust denier. Krafft’s work, we
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discovered, was not ironic or witty after all; it was just horrifying
propaganda.
Counter-Currents, a website and publisher that bills itself as a
leader of the “North-American New Right,” has been around
since 2010. At the time of Krafft’s outing, its editor-in-chief Greg
Johnson published a vigorous defense titled “The Persecution of
Charles
Krafft,”
which discussed
the
author’s personal
relationship with Krafft and categorized the artist as
one of an increasing number of essentially liberal whites who are
awakening to the fact that multiculturalism and non-white
immigration are threats to the things that liberals hold dear:
environmentalism, support for the arts, respect for women,
kindness to animals, high wages, safe workplaces, religious
tolerance, tolerance for “alternative lifestyles,” safe, inviting
public spaces and facilities, walkable communities, etc., none of
which are conspicuous in Latin America or the Muslim world, for
instance.

#HPLovecraft award by #trevorFoster and #charleskrafft
So it’s logical that Counter-Currents would enlist Krafft to design
a likeness of Lovecraft as its new award statuette.
The timing couldn’t be better. Krafft needs the boost after an
exhibition of his work was canceled because of his “own defiance
of political correctness,” in the words of Counter-Currents. That
exhibition was scheduled to open on November 12 at Stolen
Space, a street art gallery in London. On November 9, the
gallery posted a statement about its decision to show Krafft’s
work, writing:
In recent times he has been surrounded in controversy over his
supposed beliefs, we have taken time to discuss these with him,
knowing that reporting and social media can very easily be
guided or misinterpreted.
The post goes on to say, “We have spoken to Charles directly
and he denies the claims made against him and the way in
which he was reported as slander and trolling.” It then treats
us to a lengthy comment from Krafft, who claims:

Im [sic] not a Holocaust denier. I haven’t denied that many
Jewish people suffered and died during WWII. I’m also not a
white supremacist either.
I only challenge the taboo that society cannot discuss certain
events without seeming to be politically incorrect and thought
criminal, such as conspiracy theories around 911 for example.
He adds, “I have collectors and friends that are Jewish.”
But apparently the denials of denial weren’t enough. On
November 10, Stolen Space posted a second note on its
website, this time announcing the cancelation of Krafft’s show.

'Penitentiary Plate (HMP Brixton)' by #CharlesKrafft ��
Part
of
'LAX
/
LHR' #LAXLHR co-curated
with @thinkspace_art 04.09.15 - 04.10.15 Full line up on
stolenspace.com
The post brands the situation a “controversy” and positions the
gallery as the principal victim:
Whilst we have listened diligently to Charles Krafft�s [sic]
explanations surrounding the controversy of past interviews, it
was naive of StolenSpace to think that this matter had been
resolved and that the controversy would not follow him.
Both physical and verbal threats have been made against the
gallery and our staff, and although StolenSpace does not believe
in censorship or cyber bullying, we do respect the opinions and
feelings about such sensitive matters. We therefore feel it is
appropriate that the show is cancelled in light of this.
Incidentally, I reached out to Stolen Space when Graves’s article
came out in 2013, but the gallery never responded. At that
time, Krafft was listed as a represented artist on the its website;
today he isn’t.
h/t @RobCottingham, @vandalog
http://hyperallergic.com/254089/white-nationalistartist-charles-krafft-designs-award-for-right-wingpublisher/

_____________________________________________________________________________
Verurteilt wegen Volksverhetzung

Neonazi Ittner muss eineinhalb Jahre in Haft
Stand: 17.11.2015

Der aus Zirndorf stammende Neonazi Gerhard Ittner ist
vom
Landgericht
Nürnberg-Fürth
zu
einer
anderthalbjährigen Haftstrafe ohne Bewährung verurteilt
worden. Ob er tatsächlich ins Gefängnis muss, ist
allerdings fraglich.
Die Kammer sah Volksverhetzung und Verunglimpfung
des Staates durch Ittner als erwiesen an, sagte ein
Gerichtssprecher. Unter anderem habe er in Briefen zum
Hass gegen Juden aufgerufen. Weil Gerhard Ittner
bereits längere Zeit in U-Haft verbracht hat, ist aber
nicht klar, ob er die verhängte Haftstrafe überhaupt noch
antreten muss.
Vom Prozess ausgeschlossen
Ittner selbst wurde zuletzt von der Verhandlung
ausgeschlossen, da er am vorletzten Verhandlungstag die

Sitzung mehrfach und lautstark störte. Unter anderem
mit Rufen wie "Heil dem Deutschen Volke".
Flucht nach Portugal
Der 57-jährige Rechtsradikale stand bereits vor zehn
Jahren in Nürnberg wegen Volksverhetzung vor Gericht.
Allerdings konnte er sich damals kurz vor der
Urteilsverkündung absetzen. Nach seiner Festnahme in
Portugal 2013 saß Ittner erneut in Haft. Allerdings hatte
das Gericht Ende Oktober diesen Jahres entschieden,
dass die U-Haft auf Grund des zu erwartenden Urteils
aufgehoben werden musste. Ittner ist derzeit auf freiem
Fuß.
http://www.br.de/nachrichten/mittelfranken/inhalt/ittn
er-urteil-volksverhetzung-100.html
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Holocaust-Leugner Ittner muss
für eineinhalb Jahre hinter Gitter
Verurteilung wegen Volksverhetzung und
Verunglimpfung des Staates - vor 6 Stunden
NÜRNBERG/ZIRNDORF - Der vorbestrafte fränkische
Neonazi und Holocaust-Leugner Gerhard Ittner muss für
eineinhalb Jahre ins Gefängnis. Das Landgericht
Nürnberg-Fürth verurteilte den 57-Jährigen am Dienstag
wegen Volksverhetzung und Verunglimpfung des Staates
und seiner Symbole.

Bereits im Jahr 2005 war Ittner unter anderem wegen
Volksverhetzung zu einer Haftstrafe von zwei Jahren und
neun Monaten verurteilt worden. Damals tauchte er
unter und Fahnder spürten ihn erst 2012 in Portugal
auf. Von dort aus verbreitete er seine Schreiben voller
volksverhetzender Beleidigungen über das Internet.
Ittner hatte bundesweit Proteste ausgelöst, als er 2003
einen rechten Aufmarsch in der Nähe des früheren
Reichsparteitagsgeländes durchsetzte und ankündigte,
weitere Aufmärsche in Nürnberg veranstalten zu wollen.
dpa
http://www.nordbayern.de/region/nuernberg/holocaust
-leugner-ittner-muss-fur-eineinhalb-jahre-hinter-gitter1.4793033

***

Volksverhetzung und Verunglimpfung des Staates:
Neonazi Gerhard Ittner muss für eineinhalb Jahre ins
Gefängnis.© Roland Fengler

Von: "Gerd Ittner" <gerd.ittner@gmx.de>
Datum: 17. November 2015 um 18:03:15 MEZ
An: gerd.ittner@gmx.de
Betreff: Ittner: 18 Monate ohne Bewährung
KURZMITTEILUNG
Heute nachmittag um 16 Uhr wurde nach der Farce
eines
politischen
Inquisitionsprozesses
am
Landgericht Nürnberberg-Fürth das Urteil gegen
mich gesprochen: 18 Monate ohne Bewährung.
Kein Zurückweichen vor der Repression - immer
vorwärts für Meinungsfreiheit und Wahrheit!
Die Lüge, welche die Welt erstickt, muß fallen!
Euer
Gerd Ittner

Ittner verbreitete von 2011 bis 2012 Schriften, in denen
unter anderem der Holocaust geleugnet wurde. Wegen
ungebührlichen Verhaltens wurde er zeitweise vom
Prozess ausgeschlossen. Das Verfahren hatte im März
begonnen.
____________________________________________________________________________________

Rape “right-wing” females to create “multicolored descendants”, says French Doctor
By Steve Goode • December 13, 2015 • 22 Comments
In the blog section of French media outlet, Nouve L’obs, a
doctor wrote that any woman who votes for Front
National (French anti-mass immigration party) has a
“reptilian brain” and should be raped and impregnated to
produce “multicolored descendants.”

Thierry Lecoquierre, a Medical Doctor from Le Havre in
Upper Normandy, has been reported to the Council of
Doctors for his article, which has now been deleted from
the website.
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Lecoquierre is the one on the left.
His article titled “Impregnate the female of the National
Front” says this:
“Right wing women do not appear less mammal than
other women, even if they have a bigger than average
reptilian brain . As any woman, it is subject to hormonal
moods. With a feature that ethnology confirms to us : she
gets especially wet for rough men.”
“These female FN sympathizers certainly offer us means
to beat them. As each right-wing female appreciates the
military and the macho, loathes feminist ideas, let’s play
her game: Let’s take her at her own game, let’s take her
and fuck her.”
“Since they give us the recipes for crossbreeding their
pale race, use it against her side. Let’s sexually overcome
these stupid right wing females, for the survival of a
smiling humanity. Because they are stupid and easily
tricked, like game going to the hunter, things should be
easier. Let’s create a curly descent (not German mind
you!) let’s curlify this “other-hating”, frightened France.”
“Refusing the advances of family planning, every
pregnancy will result in a little half-breed or a mongrel,
an artist that tomorrow she will eventually like.”
“Blacks, Negroes, gooks, Jews, leftists, gypsies, disabled,
Freemasons and even my gay friends, in solidarity: bring
up your hard dicks! Let our consciences sleep under the
pillow, and jump on the right-wing pussies offered
(unfortunately sometimes pretty!) Hail to a vast altruistic
copulation. Provide multicolored descendants to the
sinking country of France.”
“With one goal: kill right-wing poison in the egg.”
As of yet, there has been no reaction from French authorities to
this shockingly anti-White article.
While most anti-Whites prefer to take a more subtle approach
using code words like “diversity”, Lecoquierre is very blatant in
saying what he wants: White genocide in France.

http://whitegenocideproject.com/rape-right-wing-females-tocreate-multicolored-descendants-says-french-doctor/

Where do you come from?

________________________________________________
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Our classic example from the archive:

How some individuals refuse to bend to Jewish pressure:
Mrs Joyce Steele, O.B.E. who refused to dis-endorse John Bennett’s book Your Rights. Bennett had opened the Holocaust
discussion in his publication, and was immediately dismissed from the Victorian Civil Libertie Union,
which he co-founded, and thus was born the Australian Civil Liberties Union.
Such overt and covert pressure is constantly asserted on all public figures by many advocacy groups, but
the Jewish ones are the most persuasive – for whatever reason!
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The other example of an individual not bending to
the bureaucrat that he was making notes of their
pressure is Mr Maurice Lawson, former editor of
conversation, the call abruptly ended. Again, here
the Horsham-based Wimmera Mail-Times, who on
is an example of someone not bending to pressure,
29 July 1987 wrote an editorial supporting an
thereby highlighting his moral and intellectual
enquiry on the Toben case. An education official in
integrity. It was a different matter when Dr Ken
Melbourne rang him and threatened him with legal
Boston visited the Goroke Consolidated School at
consequences were he not to stop canvassing the
the end of 1984 and caused the staff to bend to his
Toben affair. Mr Lawson’s problem was that he had
will in the matter of Toben – but all this can be
a firm belief in the ideal of justice, which he saw
read here: The Boston-Curry Party
violated in the Toben case. When Lawson advised
http://www.toben.biz/docs-2/
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________________________________________________
THE GERMANIC WEIHNACHTEN IRRITATES SOME INDIVIDUALS, MUCH AS
EASTER UPSETS THOSE WHO STILL BELIEVE IN THE BUNNY!

________________________________________________
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